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Explore the issues
behind food-aid
see page 12
OCUA listens
by Andrea Cole and CUP
Southern Ontario universities
are concerned about categoriza-
tion of universities, funding, faculty
renewal and incidental fees.
The Ontario Council of Univer-
sity Affairs was on campus last
week to hear submissions from
interested groups as part of its
yearly review. Wilfrid Laurier Uni-
versity, University of Western
Ontario, University of Windsor,
and University of Waterloo pre-
sented their concerns.
OCUA is a government advi-
sory body which makes policy re-
commendations to the ministry of
colleges and universities.
University of Windsor president
Dr. lanni stressed the fact that
"there is a basic inequality between
educational institutions in On-
tario." lanni is concerned that fund-
ing conditions for different universi-
ties will lead to a caste system
comparable to the one in the United
States, where there are first-,
second- and third-class univer-
sities. He stressed the fact that
"diversity is a positive thing. Insti-
tutions in Ontario were established
on condition that we strive for
quality."
An area of interest for universi-
ties right now is the $50 million of
funding which the provincial Lib-
eral government has promised to
pump into the university system.
According to Dr. John Weir, presi-
dent of Wilfrid Laurier University,
universities are unsure about how
the money will be coming to them.
"We don't know if it will be in pro-
portion to our grants or what," he
said. He added that universities will
have to wait and see whether the
money comes through the normal
funding formula or not before deci-
sions can be made on spending it.
Weir is concerned that smaller
universities may be overlooked
sometimes in terms of funding.
"We're concerned about how Laur-
ier fits into the spectrum," he said.
"We'll remain small. Being small
doesn't mean you have to be infer-
ior.
He, like lanni, doesn't want to
see universities become categor-
ized, or known as teaching mills.
Specialization should occur in the
disciplines in which they are of-
fered, and not by the university, he
said.
Some of the $50 million may go
to faculty renewal or addition. Cur-
rently, Laurier's student/faculty
ratio is about 19:1. Weir stated
that "other universities have in-
creased theirs in recent years."
University of Waterloo has a stu-
dent/faculty ratio of 20:1.
"We'd be just delighted if we got
the resources to decrease the fac-
ulty load," Weir said.
The Ontario Confederation of
University Faculty Associations
(OCUFA) told OCUA in a separ-
ate brief that Ontario universities
should hire 1000 professors. This
hiring would lower the overall stu-
dent/faculty ratio slightly, from
17:1 to about 16:1. The ratio has
increased almost 25 percent since
the early 19705.
In order to bring the ratio down
to its 1970-71 level, 3841 new
faculty would have to be hired. In
Last week the Concourse witnessed Oktoberfest music, dancing and of course sausage
to lift those midterm blues. If you were in the Concourse last week at noon hour, you
might have seen some of the special events presented by WLUSU's Oktoberfest
committee, photo by Fred Taylor
Sorbara obligated
by Liz Jefferson
Accompanying the news of a
$50 million grant from the ministry
of education was the encouraging
response of the minister of colleges
and universities to OFS concerns
such as incidental fees, Established
Program Financing transfers, and
the distribution of the grant.
Minister of colleges and universi-
ties Greg Sorbara made "specific
comments about removing differ-
ential fees and giving OSAP spe-
cific attention," said Wilfrid Laur-
ier University Students' Union presi-
dent Matt Certosimo, who at-
tended a meeting with the minister
as a representative of OFS.
Certosimo said that it was .a
nQteworthy fact that the provincial
government even acknowledged
the fact that problems exist within
the
system, saying, "ten to fifteen
years of OFS lobbying led to an
agenda which we wanted and a
direction we've worked for.''
The Friday meeting left the stu-
dent
representatives feeling "very
frustrated,' said Certosimo. "The
minister
was quite unwilling to
make a commitment." However,
on issue of federal government
involvement in education, which
comes under provincial jurisdic-
tion, "Sorbara made it clear that
'you don't let another level of gov-
ernment dictate what your priori-
ties are'," said Certosimo.
The negotiations took a more
optimistic turn at a Monday break-
fast meeting, when the minister
made a speech at a press confer-
ence. "The minister in his speech
literally discussed all the issues we
had on the Friday agenda," said
Certosimo.
Despite the initial euphoria over
this development, OFS remains
cautious. The commitment to con-
sider problems such as transfer
funding and OSAP did not deal
with any specific plan of action.
The implementation of the $50 mil-
lion Excellence Fund raises serious
questions about the possibility of
creating a two-tiered university sys-
tem, with significant differences
existing between the quality of insti-
tutions due to funding inequalities.
"Those students who are poor
would get no-name education, in a
system where accessibility is based
on the pocket, not ability," said
Certosimo. "Excellence only goes
as far as accessibility is main-
tained."
Money for nothing, profs free
by Andrea Cole
In keeping with their campaign
promises, the provincial Liberal
government is pumping $50 million
into the Ontario university system.
University officials are cautious-
ly pleased at the development, but
Wilfrid Laurier University presi-
dent Dr. John Weir said that uni-
versities are still unsure about
whether this money will be coming
through formula funding or not.
"We don't know if it (the funding)
will be in proportion to our grants or
what," he said, adding that until
this question is answered, universi-
ties don't know what the ground
rules are.
Money is to be allocated to
institutions for capital improve-
ments and the hiring of staff, as well
as for equipment and research over-
head.
According to the K-W Record,
$15 million will be allocated for
special items of research equip-
ment, experimental facilities and
the hiring of research staff. Twenty-
five million will go for the expansion
of libraries and the purchase of
computer, laboratory, and scienti-
fic equipment, and another $10
million for a "flow of talented new
faculty into the system," increasing
the number of job opportunities for
women and young people.
"It's a step in theright direction,''
said Weir of the funding move.
"Now we'll just have to wait for the
other shoe to drop." Weir was
referring to how the money will
come to the universities.
The $50 million is supposed to
come in addition to fundamental
increases in operating and capital
funds. These figures will be an-
nounced in the legislature on Octo-
ber 24 by treasurer Bob Nixon
when he presents the budget.
In interviews with the Record,
University of Guelph president Bur-
ton Matthews and University of
Waterloo president Douglas
Wright echoed Weir's statements
about the money.
Wright called it "a step, a most
hopeful step," but added that "it's
not enough - the situation is so
desperate at the moment." He said
the amount is about a quarter of
what the system needs.
Guelph president Burton Mat-
thews said that it was "a sign of real
commitment to turning things
around." He is pleased that the
announcementcame with good tim-
ing. "If we hadn't heard about it
until March - with it starting in
May - that would be a little late.
This gives the universities a chance
to carefully develop their plans and
make their proposals and have a
decision made in time to be effective
in the '86-'B7 budget year."
The amounts of the basic in-
creases are of main concern right
now. Once the universities see how
beneficial the increases are, they
will know how good the news is,
says Matthews.
Inside
Caged in the Concourse
Amnesty International focusses
on unjust treatment of student
activists and young prisoners of
conscience all over the world.
see page 5
Second City succeeds
This season's review by the
infamous Toronto comedy
troupe leaves no stone unturned
in staid suburbia.
see page 15
No room to breath
The football Hawks defeated
the Windsor Lancers 38-21 last
Saturday. The Hawks are log
jammed in a four way first place
tie in the OUAA
see page 19
con't on page 4
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news
Campus job centres lose staff
by Peter Kuitenbrouwer
Canadian University Press
MONTREAL-On April 1, 1986
the federal government will cut by
30 percent the budgets of Canada
Employment Centres on all cam-
puses across the country.
The ministry of employment and
immigration says the cuts mean the
job centres, which found jobs for
46,581 graduates and 7100under-
graduates in 1983-84, will lay off
one third of their personnel. Staff at
Montreal's six university job cen-
tres will drop from 34 to 24 employ-
ees.
Deputy prime minister Erik Neil-
son's Ministerial Task Force on
Programs Review ordered the cuts
in May, according toFergus Thom-
son, national director of employ-
ment centres on campus.
In "New Management Initia-
tives," its May '85 report, the task
force wrote, "Canada Employment
Centres on campus are seen as
duplicating and to some extent
competing with services offered by
regular employment centres."
With fewer staff, centres are
planning to concentrate on finding
full-time jobs for university gradu-
ates. Many plan to close in the
summer and greatly reduce efforts
to find students part-time and sum-
mer jobs.
"Nothing's been decided yet, but
one scenario is no summer place-
ments," said Marcel Lamoureux,
director of the Canada Employ-
ment Centre at McGill University.
He said the centre will "provide
counselling services on the labour
market in group sessions more than
ever.
The directors say there's no
waste in the services they provide
now, but are careful not to knock
the "streamlining" measure.
"Que sera, sera," said John Cole-
brook, director of the job centre at
Dawson College. "I just go back to
where I was 14 years ago in this
college. However, enrollment is
expanding so it seems contradic-
tory."
Employment centres are hoping
colleges and universities will hire
staff to fill in for the government
staff who lose their jobs.
"Probably some universities
should make up the shortfall," said
Thomson. "Those who haven't sup-
plied support staff should learn
from those who already do."
Businesses are worried the cuts
might make recruiting students
more difficult. Judy Laws, staffing
specialist for university and college
recruitment at Bell-Northern
Research in Ottawa, said, "We
expect a certain amount of service
from the placement office because
of the volume we're dealing with."
BNR will get 2000 resumes this
year. "We rely on (the campus job
centres) to gather the resumes - it
sure saves us a lot of grief when
they do the up-front work," Laws
said.
She said if a 30 percent reduc-
tion of staff means BNR gets less
service, "it would be of concern to
us."
The University and College Place-
ment Association in Toronto,
which represents companies like
BNR who recruit graduates, wrote
a letter to Flora MacDonald, minis-
ter of employment and immigra-
tion, asking her to explain the cuts.
In her reply, MacDonald wrote,
T he objective is not to discontinue
this service but to identify more
cost-efficient methods for its
delivery."
Ron Hiscock, office manager at
the association, said the reply was
not
very enlightening. "There is
some concern among our members
(about the cut)," Hiscock said.
"One half of our members are
placement officers. Companies rely
very much on these centres," His-
cock said.
In fact, the centres have not been
doing poorly. Quebec's 54 centres
(half the country's total) placed
22,000 of the province's 44,000
graduating students in "regular"
jobs in 1984-85, up eight percent
over last year. (The department
defines a regular job as one lasting
five days or more.)
Though the centres say they
now plan to concentrate on finding
jobs for graduates, more than two
thirds of students registered at
employment centres last year were
undergraduates.
In Quebec, company recruiters
spent 260 more days on campuses
last year than the year before.
In previous years, Colebrook
has been on the road, meeting with
corporate officials and convincing
them to come to Dawson and
recruit.
"My function is to leave this
office," Colebrook said. "I have to
be on the road, visiting companies
...
making arrangements for visits
to the plant by students ..."
Claude Ricard, Quebec region
consultant on youth employment,
said the centres were certainly cru-
cial for corporate recruitment.
"When they (the companies) work
through newspapers thev will get
all kinds of applicants," he said.
The centres have a lot of work
because "now we have a major
block in many areas. CEGEP stu-
dents are having more difficulty to
integrate into the workplace," said
Ricard.
Asked about the Conservative
government's claim that campus
centres are competing with the reg-
ular centres, Ricard said, "I don't
see competition. Not in the nega-
tive sense of the term. On campus,
it is a campus
audience. Not
many
students go to regular services.
Many are from out of town and
don't know the community."
"To say they're in competition
...
is like saying my left hand is in
competition with my right hand,"
Ricard said.
1 his
summer, the employment
centre at the University of Victoria
knocked on more than 1000 cor-
porate doors, "marketing" UVic
students to potential employers,
said manager Imno Vatter.
Senator lectures
by Audrey Ramsay
Despite the dismal turnout of fif-
teen people, Senator Lorna Mars-
den, professor of sociology at U of
T for fourteen years, lectured on
The Future of Work in Canada in
the Niobe lounge last Thursday.
The future of the economic world
is optimistic for a wide spectrum of
people in today's society. "There
are a lot more opportunities, people
are being more well trained and
there are far more part-time jobs
being created," Marsden said.
People who think that the labour
force is taking a quantum leap into
the age of computer technology
need not fear. Marsden claims that
the bulwark of jobs will not neces-
sarily be in the computer field, but
rather in the humanitarian field.
The impact of technology in the
work force will not render most jobs
obsolete. The important thing to-
day seems to be the organization
within a company. Within a heter-
ogenous work environment, ten-
sion, prejudice and mistrust may be
rampant. The problem is to over-
come these differences so that the
employees can better interrelate,
and as a result become more prod-
uctive.
But, although the job market
may seem tenuous at this point,
there are many skills which can be
employed in the labour force.
Women who tend to dismiss their
skills in sewing, cooking and child
care are overlooking a tremendous
potential for marketable products.
The integration of children into
society is a paramount aspect of
social welfare; supplying cooked or
baked products to bakeries and
certain franchises is a good way to
make use of one's cooking abilities.
"The fact is, women tend to be rigid
in what they can do and what they
want to do," claimed Marsden.
Marsden said that although there
are a myriad of jobs available,
people may end up changing jobs
several times during their lifetime.
People have to be flexible and con-
temporary in their attitudes, not
rigid in their choice of jobs, or else
they will be be left behind as relics
of the past.
"We are not moving back into
the old form of production -- the age
of mass production is gone ... What
is going to save us is a lot more
skills, knowledge, flexibility and a
consciousness of who we are, and
who we are working for," she said.
A displacement from one job does
not necessarily mean the death of
one's career. There are divergent
jobs available in the same field.
"It is an age of smaller busi-
nesses," says Marsden. "The aver-
age company comprises four peo-
ple." Consequently, it is not as
hierarchical as the few big corpora-
tions that exist. The internal labour
market is less obvious; there is little
chance of moving up the corporate
ladder. Since university students
are more likely to be managers or
supervisors of a small company,
they have to know how to keep
their finger on the pulse of the com-
pany, not only in human relations
(on-the-job training for illiterates
etc.), but also in predicting and
supplying their market and know-
ing what is in stock. They will have
to be cognizant of productive
changes, the effect of technology
on competition, changes in tastes,
and promoting products.
"For the smaller businesses it is
professionalism that is the key,"
she said. The fulcrum of that pro-
fessional attitude is sales manage-
ment.
Universities can help students
with the "project approach" or "ent-
repreneurial approach" to accli-
mate themselves with the positions
they wish to assume in the labour
force. This method also helps to
keep students abreast of the chang-
ing ideas and techniques in the
labour force and thus, to be more
prepared to tackle the "institutional
lag." "Students can compare them-
selves vis-a-vis to where they are
located in the labour market and
against the competition by using all
the available data," she stated.
Marsden claimed that in some
cases employers are more selective
in the skills they demand from their
prospective employees. They are
not only looking for computer pro-
grammers, for example, but pro-
grammers in a specific field.
The role of women in the work
force has been, and still is, a con-
troversial issue. Marsden, who ad-
mits to being a devout feminist,
argues that women in the work
force are still being discriminated
against. Marsden stated, "Theidea
is still to keep women out of the
work force; keep them subordin-
ated." If there is anything to sup-
port this fact, it is theoverwhelming
majority of women occupying part-
time positions.
Out of 47,000 part-time jobs in
Ontario, 45,000 positions are occu-
pied by women. "The idea is to
make these jobs more secure for
women," admitted Marsden. "Per-
haps the key issue in the campaign
of women groups will be the gua-
rantee of full-time benefits for part-
time workers."
OFS is pushing to end the incidental fees which are placing
a strain on students' budgets, photo by Andrew Dunn.
Nickels and dimes
TORONTO(CUP) - The Onta-
rio Federation of Students has
asked the government's advisory
body on universities to push for an
end to unpopular "incidental fees."
In an hour-long meeting with the
Ontario Council on University Af-
fairs (OCUA), the group complain-
ed that universities are shaking
students down for extra charges
like computer fees, special activity
fees, document search fees and
department charges.
"We're being nickeled and
dimed to death," said Ryerson stu-
dent council president Kelle Dun-
lop. "For me, somewhere the game
has got to stop and I hope it does
soon because I have a lot of frus-
trated students on my hands."
The student contingent told
OCUA that incidental fees - set by
individual universities and unregu-
lated by the province - are being
used to increase tuition fees and
pay for things that used to be
covered by provincial grants.
OFS is also concerned that extra
charges deter some people from
entering university.
The organization, representing
some 200,000 Ontario students,
pointed to Ryerson Polytechnical
Institute in Toronto, which charges
20 different administrative, aca-
demic and service fees. According
to the Ryerson finances depart-
ment figures, students in fourth-
year motion picture studies have to
pay $4,148 in program-related
fees over and above the tuition
fees.
The University of Waterloo now
charges students between $28 and
$100 a term for computer time
they might not even use.
Although the universities are
charging the fees, the OFS delega-
tion blames the problem on the
provincial government.
"Essentially the government
isn't giving enough funding so the
students are being asked to pay,"
said Dunlop.
However, OFS rejected the idea
of paying for incidental fees
through adjustments in student aid,
saying such a move would be a
"stop-gap measure."
OFS presented its submission as
part of the OCUA's annual hear-
ings. The advisory body makes
policy recommendations to the mini-
ster of colleges and universities,
Greg Sorbara.
In what both sides called a pro-
ductive session, OFS and OCUA
also discussed bilingualism in the
universities and the Ontario Stu-
dent Assistance Program (OSAP).
The students urged OCUA to
recommend the government spend
more on setting up courses in
French for Ontario's French-
speakers. However, pressed to list
their priorities, OFS said bilingual-
ism should not be enhanced at the
expense of existing programs.
OFS also wants OSAP to be
improved to encourage native peo-
ple, students from low-income fam-
ilies, and other under-represented
groups to attend university. Better
student aid would also reduce the
"huge" debt load many students
carry with them when they leave
university, OFS said.
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light of this figure, OCUFA said
that its request is a modest one.
Bill Jones, OCUFA president
and Carleton University professor,
told the council the new hiring
would cost $20-30 million a year,
with the money coming from the
$50 to $100 million promised by
premier Peterson during the Onta-
rio election campaign.
Skyrocketing incidental fees
were also mentioned. In last year's
OCUA report, the lowest increase
in incidental fees was at Laurier,
where fees went up 2.1 percent.
Laurier students paid $96 in 1983-
84 as opposed to $94 in 1982-83.
The highest percentage increase
was University of Waterloo at
28.2; its students paid $113 as
opposed to $88.24 the year before.
Weir said that Laurier is observ-
ing what other universities are
doing in regards to incidental fees.
He foresees no major changes.
Incidental fees charged by spe-
cific programs were also discussed.
Right now at University of Water-
loo, students are charged $100 for
computer use, when they might
not
even use computer time.
Although bilingualism is another
focus of the OCUA review, univer-
sities in this end of the province
probably can't do much about it.
As Weir said about Laurier's posi-
tion, "We probably will never be
able to become bilingual - degree-
wise. The best we'll be able to do is
to provide sections of multi-
sectioned courses in French. We
won't have the resources to put in
dual streams, much as we'd like
L "
tO.
by Liz Jefferson
The most important business at
Sunday's Wilfrid Laurier Univer-
sity Students' Union board of direct-
ors meeting was expected to be the
auditor's report, but internal prob-
lems surfaced to monopolize a
good deal of discussion time.
The auditor's report was an issue
of major concern to the entire
board. Last year's board went
$55,000 over budget, due to what
vice-president: finance Heather
Knight called "bad budgeting and a
lack of knowledge." A second,
more detailed report is on the way,
but the main interest of the report
for the present board is that, if pos-
sible, policy be introduced to pre-
vent such poor planning in the
future.
Due to this lack of planning, said
Knight, last year's board "neglect-
ed to spend funds which had been
budgeted for, and spent funds
which had not been budgeted for."
The idea to investigate last year's
board for fraud was not accepted,
and personal comments about the
practices of the previous year's
board were kept to a minimum.
During the nominations for-
standing committees, vice presi-
dent: student activities Peter
Nosalik sparked a heated debate
by commenting, "I think the SA &
E (Student Activities and Enter-
tainment Committee) has not met
its potential yet. The chairman can
and should be a driving force
...
I'm
not sure Rich (Fernandes, present
chairman of SAE) has the time."
He requested that a nomination for
the chairmanship be opened for
election.
Fernandes replied that he felt
Nosalik was questioning his credi-
bility in an attempt to "impeach"
him. WLUSU president Matt Cer-
tosimo intervened in what threa-
tened to become a discussion of
personality conflicts by suggesting
the nomination for chair be opened,
with Fernandes as first nominee.
"The reason for this motion,"
Certosimo explained, "is to try to
avoid putting Rich on the spot and
making an inflamed issue out of
this. The best way to shut these
grumblers up and to re-affirm
Rich's credibility is to nominatehim
again."
Board member Scott Brubacher
questioned the appropriateness of
dealing with the matter before the
board. "This matter should be
handled internally," he said. Direct-
or Joanne Hale commented that
"the problem is communication;
changing the chair won't solve the
problem."
Director Scott Howe pointed out
that this incident was significant
because it demonstrated the first
use of the checks in the committee
system. This system was designed
to give the entire board of directors
control over committees, with
board members becoming chair-
persons in standing committees
rather than executive (and hence
non-elected) members of the Oper-
ations Management Board.
After a debate that threatened to
deteriorate into personal attacks,
Rich Fernandes stood for the nom-
ination and received the chairman-
ship by acclamation. Jono Tice
introduced a motion to have the SA
& E committee submit a report
about the nature of their problems
to the board.
The other results of the commit-
tee elections were as follows: Ross
Legault, Priorities and Planning,
and the Advisory Committee for
Off-campus Housing; Sue Easton,
Finance and Building, and the Hon-
our Society; and Shelley Potter,
Constitutional Services and Re-
view.
The Planning and Priorities com-
mittee has projected the OFS refer-
endum campaign to take place the
week of November 13-20, with the
actual voting on the 21st. The
early date was set to remove the
referendum as far as possible from
the WLUSU elections, or other
major events.
Certosimo commented that it
would also allow the board mem-
bers who have been especially act-
ive in promoting OFS to be in-
volved.
Of equal importance is the an-
nual general meeting of the corpor-
ation. At this meeting, scheduled
for November 28, the entire stu-
dent body will be asked to pass the
auditor's report and by-law
changes, and to vote on conflict of
interest issues and Student Publica-
tions autonomy.
Other discussion included:
- The introduction of the first-
year council members: Lynn
Spencer, Linda Schick, Bryan Le-
blanc, Catherine Ould, John Pat-
terson, Ruth Miller, Doug Earle,
Dave Robinson, Heather
Williams.
- There will be a special present-
ation of 5 awards by the Honour
Society for especially involved stu-
dents at a dinner in January.
- There will be a Municipal
Affairs Housing conference on Oct-
ober 29, for which the minister of
housing is expected to be in attend-
ance.
- On November 22-24, the Com-
mission of University Affairs is
holding a model United Nations
session at WLU.
Founders
weekend
by Melissa Brandsma
Members of the Founders Chap-
ter of the Alumni Association
gathered October 19 to celebrate
the 50th anniversary of the Class of
'35.
The reunion, an annual tradition
that began in 1982, included grad-
uates from the years 1911 to 1936.
Of the 34 guests present, six gradu-
ated in 1935 from what was then
known as Waterloo College.
The agenda included a luncheon,
followed by a campus tour conduct-
ed by Dick Taylor, WLU's inform-
ation officer, tea at four o'clock,
and dinner at five.
"Many of the members have not
been back to the university for
twenty or thirty years," said Taylor.
"The tour gave them the chance to
get reacquainted with the campus
and to see how the university has
progressed over the years."
Class president Homer Berner,
who lives in Seattle, Washington,
could not be present Saturday due
to an eye operation. Rev. Norman
Berner, the co-ordinator of Found-
er's Weekend, took his place as the
master of ceremonies.
"The one thing that remains
unchanged," commented Earle
Shelley, the oldest living alumni
member, "is the small, family at-
mosphere at Laurier. Your name is
still your name, not just a computer
number."
Money talks: WLUSU listens
OCUA
con't from page 1
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Amnesty defends youth under attack
by Liz Jefferson
Canadian students don't have to
live with the constant fear of being
abducted or beaten by their own
police force. Youths in such coun-
tries as Peru, Iran or Afghanistan
can be arrested without warrant,
losing their homes, families and
human rights.
A display by Amnesty Interna-
tional and some Laurier students in
the WLU Concourse this Tuesday
was designed to heighten student
awareness about the conditions suf-
fered by prisoners of conscience.
Amnesty International is focussing
this year's Prisoner of Conscience
Week on the youth throughout the
world who are imprisoned for their
ideological beliefs.
Campus celebrities such as dean
of students Fred Nichols, Wilfrid
Laurier University Students' Union
president Matt Certosimo, Cord
Weekly editor Fred Taylor, grad-
uate director Shelley Potter, Eng-
lish Club president Tim Neesam,
and Psychology faculty members
Dr. Don Morgenson and Dr. Bruce
Hunsberger took part in the dis-
play. They took their places, one
by one, in a large cagesymbolizing
"It really made me
think."
the unjust imprisonment of human
beings.
"It really made me think. It was
a good way to get their message
across," said Ingrid Randoja, a
WLU student who witnessed the
display. "It's an ideal group for a
student to get involved in, because
it's flexible in terms of time but still
serves an important purpose."
A petition is also being circu-
lated to free students who were
arrested, imprisoned, or abducted
by agents of their governments.
This year's focus of Amnesty
International on youth issues is in
honour of the International Year of
Youth. Students who demonstrate
against unjust governments have
been abducted and tortured. The
children of dissidents are used as
pawns to control their parents. In
Iran, members of religious groups
such as the Baha'is are executed if
they refuse to give up their religion,
regardless of their age. Amnesty
International is attempting to pub-
licize the fact that age is not a factor
— the young are just as likely to
suffer for their religious and politi-
cal convictions as the adults.
In their brochure entitled "Youth
Under Attack," Amnesty cites only
a few of numerous accounts of
young people all over the world
who have "disappeared" or been
harassed, beaten, imprisoned, or
executed by hostile governments.
In one case which took place in
1983, 76 Peruvian students under
the age of 18 disappeared from
their homes for no apparent rea-
son. A Baha'i woman, aged twen-
ty, was hanged by the Iranian
government along with her parents
and 14 other Baha'is in 1983 for
their refusal to give up their reli-
gious beliefs. A 19-year-old street
vendor from the Phillipines was
arrested without warrant and tor-
tured to death for being a suspected
member of the Communist Party
and the New People's Army.
Christa Webster, a WLU stu-
dent who is a member of Group 9 of
Amnesty International, said that
she joined the organization be-
cause of its non-political stance and
focus on basic human rights. The
group meets about once every two
months.
Activities include "adopting" a
prisoner (on whose behalf the group
writes to foreign governments), let-
terwriting campaigns opposing the
deathpenalty and torture, and sup-
porting prompt, fair trials for pri-
soners. Amnesty seeks to release
only prisoners who have advocated
a cause using non-violent means,
but attempts to preserve the human
rights of all prisoners.
One of their biggest priorities has
been to abolish torture worldwide
by the introduction in 1983of these
twelve points:
- official condemnation of torture
- limits on incommunicado deten-
tion
- no secret detention
- safeguards during interrogation
and custody
- independent investigations of re-
ports of torture
- no use of statements extracted
under torture
- prohibition of torture in law
- prosecution of alleged torturers
- training procedures
- compensation and rehabilitation
- international response
- ratification of international instru-
ments
Amnesty International is funded
by donations from members and
supporters. It is a completely non-
partisan, non-political organiza-
tion. In 1977, the group won the
Nobel Peace Prize for "securing
the ground for freedom, for justice,
and thereby also for peace in the
world." Credit is never claimed by
group members for any positive
results of their effort, such as the
release of a prisoner, but their bro-
chure says that "in approximately
50% of the cases, letters and tele-
grams sent by network members
were followed by improvements in
the prisoner's condition."
A pathetic-looking Matt Certosimo ponders the problems of
prisoners Of conscience. Photo by Andrew M. Dunn.
Return ofKeystone
by Liz Jefferson
The Keystone Yearbook, once a
Laurier tradition for over 25 years,
reappears this year, including some
innovations made possible by a
large staff of volunteers.
Approximately 40 staff are con-
tributing their talents to the book,
which is being edited by Brenda
Grimes and Janice Farrell. New
staff positions include ad managers,
section editors and publicity mana-
gers.
Of course, the biggest innovation
will be the coverage of off-campus
events. "The yearbook will cover
all aspects of student life," said
Grimes. "It will appeal to all people
in the university." The book will
contain 16 pages of full-colour
photos as well.
An attempt at a new advertising
idea, which uses photos of the
advertiser's business instead of trad-
itional display ads, has not been
received with enthusiasm by local
merchants. This year the book is
financed through advertising and
sales revenue. At one time the
Keystone was distributed to all
WLU students as part of their
stutient fees.
Formerly, the book contained
only residence floor pictures, which
effectively left out 80% of Laurier
students. Now yearbook photo-
graphers will be covering both on-
and off-campus events in greater
depth. Residence and graduate are
being done early this year for in-
clusion.
The current price of a yearbook
is $14, but after October 31 the
price increases to $16 and will be
increasing again to $20 after Jan-
uary 1. This is intended to act as an
incentive to those people who leave
buying the yearbook until the last
minute.
The editors had hoped to offer
the books at a lower price, but the
fundraising projects which would
have offset the costs haven't mater-
ialized because of time constraints.
"We were unable to offer the year-
book at a lower price because fewer
students would buy them than we
anticipated," said Grimes.
Sales are surprisingly low, said
Grimes. The books have been on
sale in the Concourse since registra-
tion week. "Sales aren't as high as
expected because students don't
know it's an off-campus yearbook,''
she said. "Everyone thinks it's a
good idea but no one's buying
fy
one.
One thousand books are on
order, due to arrive in early April.
So far, only 180 have been sold,
but the residence sales campaign,
which hasn't been totalled yet,
usually results in about 500 book
purchases.
Pope lords it over Laurier
Special to the Cord
One of Laurier's most prestigious
alumni paid a return visit to his
alma mater last Thursday.
Alan Pope, one of three candi-
dates for the leadership of the
Ontario Progressive Conservative
party, attended WLU in 1964
when it was still known as Waterloo
Lutheran University.
Pope is generally acknowledged
to be running a distant third in the
leadership battle. His only hope is
that the race between Dennis Tim-
brell and Larry Grossman is close
enough after first-ballot voting to
allow him to swing his delegates to
one or the other, thus allowing him
to be a king-maker.
In what has been a fairly low-key
campaign to date, Pope has offered
specific policy more than the other
three candidates have. He has pro-
posed a fifteen-point renewal plan
for revitalization of the party, and
has come out in favour of capital
punishment.
During his visit to Laurier, the
candidate first spoke in the Niobe
Lounge, and then addressed the
annual general meeting of the cam-
pus
PC club. Pope was gracious
enough to stay away from a speech
full of campaign'rhetoric, perhaps
due to the fact that most university
delegates, including Laurier's, are
strongly in the Dennis Timbrell
camp. Instead, he spoke of his
experiences with the PC club when
he was at university, and urged
young people to get involved in
politics and public service.
At the general meeting, election
of the executive for the 1985-86
year also took place. The campus
PC club is one of the few which
holds these elections in the fall,
allowing first-year students both to
vote and run for positions. Alistair
Hain was chosen as president,
Doug Earle as vice-president, and
Lisa Harnett as secretary-treasur-
er. Chris Tim, Craig Macdonald
and Darren Wier were chosen as
directors. Both Earle and Macdon-
ald are first-year students.
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Classified
Two people will notice a very small block of text missing from this week's
paper, again. A classified ad that they wanted placed in the Cord has been
withheld from pnnt for the past month.
Thecouple wanted to advertise for a "healthy, white infant" and wanted to
contact a pregnant university student to arrange for a private adoption.
At first I thought the ad to be illegal, immoral and improper. The idea of
directly advertising to pregnant women for their unborn children was a blatant
disregard for our own adoption system. I'd never seen an ad like that
anywhere before. How can a "Baby Wanted" ad be right? How can
advertising for another human being be acceptable?
After researching the matter I discovered that placing the private adoption
ad is legal in Ontario, although not a common practise. Private adoptions
themselves, arranged through a family doctor or lawyer, are not unusual,
although statistics aren't readily available.
The ministry of community and social services is the governing body
responsible for the bulk of child placements in Ontario each year. Private
adoptions, arranged through family doctors and lawyers, account for the rest.
Locally, the Children's Aid Society places 60 children each year with about
60 couples on a one-year waiting list and another 70-75 waiting for "home
studies." Children's Aid screens prospective parents through one-year home
studies for acceptance; the whole process can take up to three years.
Children's Aid is financed through provincial and municipal taxes.
There is really no screening process in private adoptions. The birth mother
can't be assured that the adoptive parents are suitable. Why didn't they go to
an adoption agency in the first place?
In addition to placing children with suitable parents, the adoption process in
Ontario is designed to protect the privacy of the adoptive parents and child. I
believe that this concept of privacy can only be violated if the birth mother
knows who the new parents are. What would happen if she showed up on
their doorstep days or years later and demanded to see "her" child? What
effects would this have on the adoptive parents, the child? I don't think the new
family could live a normal life in the shadow of the natural mother. Clearly, a
clean break with the birth mother is best for all involved.
Although adoption ads seem innocent enough, and the adoptive couple
appears to offer a warm and loving home, I couldn't be convinced of its
appropriateness. My decision to not run the ad was challenged by emotion
but made by reason.
Fred Taylor
Apathy: I don't know and I don't care
comment
by
Liz Jefferson
This is a really exciting year for Laurier
students. Someday, they'll be referring to
1985 as The Year That Things Happened.
Already lots of people have taken advan-
tage of being able to add their input to the
Student Government, and of course the all-
important Student Publications. The only
thing you have to know about working for
Student Pubs is not to talk to a Cordie on a
Wednesday morning.
Laurier's horizons are expanding; I
mean, how many student presidents have
brekkies with the minister of colleges and
universities? How does he like his eggs,
Matt? Our student government has a very
ambitious scope — they are taking steps to
improve every possible aspect of student life.
and in spite of using all those confusing
acronyms, our board of directors seem to be
doing a pretty effective job.
In fact, sometimes it's a bit scary to sit in a
room with them all and think of them writing
midterms and going to classes and stuff.
They even pound the table like real polit-
cians. You sure won't leave the room asking
yourself what a point of clarification is.
It's worth a trip to the library boardroom
to watch these people setting policies and
making up more acronyms. Failing that,
make sure you're at the OFS referendum,
and especially the general meeting of the
corporation on November 28 to make sure
your right to be heard on the year's most
important issues is exercised.
Personally, I tend to bitch a lot about
apathy. Sure, it's a tired excuse, but I'd
rather hide behind that than face the fact that
people don't read the Cord or vote or
participate in any aspect of student life
because it doesn't interest them, or affect
them, or have their concerns at heart. I don't
want to believe that people could honestly
give involvement a try and then decide it
was a waste of their time. Apathy is a
convenient answer. Nobody wants to exper-
iment, so the ballot boxes and lecture halls
and boardrooms and letters sections are
empty.
I have been informed by Matt Certosimo
that apathy is not something I can blame on
the student body. Sorry, I guess. In his
opinion, apathy is the responsibility of the
student government. If there's no voter
turnout, it's because WLUSU didn't interest
enough people. If about fifteen people, one
of whom even fell asleep, attended the
(extremely fantastic, incredibly expensive)
Future of Work lecture series last week, then
somewhere a board member should be
kicking his or her self.
Get real, Matt.
Of course, he has a point. Certosimo says
that because other WLUSU boards haven't
emphasized involvement, people are slow to
shift gears when confronted with a very
active government. He points to the excel-
lent example of the first-year students who
have taken it on themselves to represent
their peers. The corrosive silicon creature of
indifference hasn't taken effect on them yet. I
know that at the Cord, most of our new staff
writers are first-year and we think they're
great.
Okay, so maybe by the year 1988 we'll
have 101% voter turnout (some really keen
people will want to vote more than once).
Until then, could everyone take it upon
themselves to write one letter to the editor,
attend one board meeting (you don't even
have to stay till Other Business) and maybe
vote in the next election? Is it worth 55 bucks
to you?
Fred is asleep on the floor in his office and probably
would not approve of a skeef box, but we don't care.
Heather is covered with blood and Liz is soon to be
covered in rabbit
pee.
We've both been
up
all night and
although we probably would have been done by now if
there wasn't that trip to the hospital, we deserve a little
gratification in the form of typing total nonsense and
having it on the editoral page.
Everyone has been wonderful up here this week, but
special mention goes not only to Ingrid, who for some
less-than-sane reason stayed until obscene hours helping
Matt, but to the Gumbies who have made it possible for
Liz to never again have to leave this office. She is
eternally grateful.
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Pasty peopleare my friends
Comment
by
Andrea Cole
You've seen them. They wander
the halls aimlessly, staring blindly
at walls, muttering formulas, con-
cepts and terms. Sometimes they
moan quietly. They are pasty of
complexion and undernourished.
Exam schedules can jolt them out
of their catatonic states, only to
plummet them into depths of wri-
thing despair. Dante would be
proud.
These damned souls are friends
of yours. You may have even rec-
ognized one in the mirror this morn-
ing, bleary-eyed though that reflec-
tion might have been. Who are
they? Why are they here?
These are the university stu-
dents, mid-term weary and exam-
bound. They live in study cubicles,
in research departments, under sog-
gy donuts in the Torque room, and
some have forgotten how to party.
They are sweating through that
period of time that starts sometime
in the middle of October and lasts
through to the end of November.
It's called MID-TERM
...
and the
only relief is December exams.
Why is it that all their work piles
up in such a short space of time?
It's called faculty conspiracy. Why
is it that they are so pale? It's called
lack of sleep. Why are they here?
It's all in the name of higher educa-
tion. Though these poor sots are
human beings, in order to attain
their chiefest desire (the degree)
they are put through this purifica-
tion rite twice a year, once in the
fall, and once in the spring. If they
survive, they are hooded, convo-
cated, and slapped with a fairly
fresh fish in front of their parents
and peers. They have joined the
ranks of the undefined and ambig-
uous: the intelligentsia, the edu-
cated (but broke and unemployed)
ones.
There are those of them who are
just suffering through their very
first purification rite. They are lost,
weary, confused, and are probably
thinking of a) committing suicide;
b) dropping out; c) saying to hell
with it all and switching to com-
munity college. Hang in there. You
can do it. As the Desiderata says,
"You are a child of the universe, as
much as the trees and the stars.
You have a right to be here. And
though it may not be clear to you,
no doubt the universe is unfolding
as it should." After all, at Christ-
mas (that blessed time that some-
how is more welcome because it
also marks the end of exams), you
can scoot home, have your mother
scream at your appearance, and
then be fed and petted and nurtured
in the bosom of your family until,
ack, it's time to go back.
If you've been here for longer
than all that, you know that all
those unfriendly people who've-
snarled at you lately are really
your best friends and that this too,
will pass, even though you might
not have. We won't even talk about
what the people you don't know do
during these four or five phantas-
magorical, out of time weeks.
These are the university stu-
dents, mid-term bound and exam
leery. Who would think that these
people actually like what they're
doing? Or does it just feel good
when they stop?
Letters
To whomever can hear
Music fans beware! When you
come to Laurier, you either live
with the questionable Sam Board
music, at the Turret and many of
the residence floor parties, or you
do something about it. Well, I'm
finally going to speak up.
1 came to Laurier because it is
small, much like my high school,
and 1 hoped and found it to be a
very friendly place. 1 was in resid-
ence last year and experienced the
social benefits that it presented.
Through the floor parties and var-
ious visits to the Turret, 1 was quick
to realize that the majority of the
music was either completely new to
me and most of the other frosh, or
that we knew it but really didn't like
it. Like the rest of the students who
come to Laurier, you slowly be-
come used to it and expect nothing
better than that from Sam Board.
I am not really out of my field on
this topic as I have over three years
experience in the disc jockey busi-
ness. I know that to satisfy a crowd,
you must play a wide range of
music, but it seems to me that the
music at the Turret is always the
same. For their prime time partying
and dancing tunes, they continue to
use the same songs over and over
again, many of which 1 had never
heard of before 1 came to Laurier.
These tunes may
be good bopping
songs that drive the seniors of the
female persuasion into a hopping
frenzy, but they are the same ones
night after night, every week. The
roots of contemporary rock stretch
back many years and there is a
huge amount of well known good
partying tunes that are more than
qualified to be played at the Turret.
There is also an extremely large
amount of new music being releas-
ed
every single day. There is no
sensible reason for them to repeat
songs the same night, week after
week, or whatever. It would be
nice, even for a change, to hear
some
songs that are indeed more
popular on an overall basis than
these old standbys. I do believe that
many seniors will agree that the
music of this university has indeed
changed their tastes in music. I
know that my tastes have definitely
changed and for those frosh out
there, I will tell you that your tastes
will change too. The frosh have yet
to be corrupted by their continual
exposure to this music, but in time
they will be. Why then are we to be
continually tortured with this low
quality of music selection? Who
knows?
Those who support the music of
the Turret will say that I should find
some other bar that plays my taste
of music. But the Turret is as much
my
bar as any other student of
Laurier. I'm not asking the Turret
to completely change their music
style, but rather than to just play
some different partying tunes at the
prime time hours. I do commend
the disc jockeys in that they play
many requests, but most of them
while the floor lights are still on.
The Turret is a very popular bar,
but mostly for the people and not
for the music. The continual repeti-
tion of their prime time music, night
after night, may even turn some of
us Turret regulars away. Remem-
ber though, that this is only an
opinion, and there will be some who
disagree with me. Maybe by the
time I graduate sometime iji the
next decade, the students of Laur-
ier will indeed be happy with the
music at the Turret. See you at the
Turret.
Kelvin 'Kamloops' Johnston
Meal plans clarified
I would like to clarify a couple of
points contained in Mark Ertel's
article titled the Laurier Meal Plans
in a recent edition of the Cord.
First, I would like to report that
any confusion thdatmay have exist-
ed on the serving lines regarding
items has been corrected. The
standard main dish at dinnercounts
as three items and consists of meat
(2 items) and 2 ounces of potatoes
and 2 ounces of vegetables (1
item). Students requesting a double
portion of vegetables and potatoes
or any combination thereof will be
charged one additional item. This
procedure is consistent with the
item listing which has been posted
in each servery for over a year and
is the basis upon which the meal
plans were priced. We regret any
inconvenience that students may
have experienced in this area.
Secondly, the 10 item per day
meal plan was introduced this term
because a large number of students
indicated that the 15 item plan
provided too much food and they
objected to paying for the items
which they were not consuming.
With this in mind the 10 item plan
was priced on the assumption that
there would be very few, if any,
items missed. On the other hand we
are able to measure, from previous
years' experience, the extent of
missed items on the 15 and 20
plans. By factoring this into the 15
and 20 plans, we are able to offer
what appears to be a discounted
rate, however, in essence each
student pays approximately the
same price for the actual items
consumed regardless of the meal
plan chosen.
1 would also like to encourage
students who have concerns about
food services to present their con-
cerns to a member of the Food
Services Committee.
Earl W. Rayner
Director of Personnel and
Administrative Services
Question
of the Week
by June Steckly and John Doucet
How have the Blue Jays influenced your life in the
past few weeks?
1 don't watch the games, but 1 do
know if they won or lost each
game!
Michele Cote
Ist Year Business
I don't watch the games either,
but 1 want them to win.
Mandy Howes
Ist Year Business
It increases your spirit, and I
make sure that 1 find out if they
win!
Jane Wenzel
Ist Year Business
I've lost a lot of class time over
it!
Gary Doucette
2nd Year Honours History
Everybody and their brother fol-
lows the Jays!
Don Flanagan
and brother Ron
3rd Year Honours Economics
Ist Year Honours Business
Not only do I watch the Jays but
me and BJ Birdy are like this.
Brad Rolph
3rd Year Honours Economics
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Student jailed for overdue books
TORONTO(CUP)—A former University of
Toronto student who let his love of books get
the better of him has been sentenced to seven
days in jail for not returning hundreds of
library books,
George Elia, a former Continuing Studies
student, was also placed under probation,
ordered to do 300 hours of community
work, and to pay $3000.
Elia's case is believed to be the first time in
Canada that anyone has been jailed for not
returning overdue books.
Elia, 48, registered at U of T in 1981 and
took out books from at least five of its librar-
ies over the next four years.
During their investigation, the police
found 226library books, mostly on archeol-
ogy and Eastern religion, worth about
$ 13,000. Some of the books were also from
York University.
Although Elia was blacklisted by librar-
ians at U of T, a slight misspelling of his
name when he re-registered in 1984allowed
him to get a new card.
U of T librarian Robert Brandeis equated
Elia's actions with stealing cars or television
sets. "It's plain theft. It's really important
that the court has recognized the seriousness
of this offence."
Red Cross gives AIDS test
VANCOUVER(CUP)-Students wishing to
donate blood to the Red Cross will have to
undergo an antibody test proving them free
of AIDS after November 1.
At present students must decide for them-
selves if they should give blood, based on
information pamphlets distributed by the
Red Cross at donor clinics.
The test will ensure donors are not carry-
ing the HTLV-111 virus which is believed to
cause AIDS. Having the antibody does not
necessarily mean the person has the
acquired immune deficiency syndrome. A
Red Cross technician said the test results
would be confidential.
Until the test arrives, the Red Cross is
making do with information leaflets and ask-
ing gays and hemophiliacs not to give blood.
"They're supposed to read it (the pam-
phlet) before they go in to donate," said a
Red Cross technician who asked not to be
named.
Ken Anderlini, former president of Gays
and Lesbians of University of British Colum-
bia, said the pamphlet is incomplete.
"One thing 1 have to say about their pam-
phlet is that they fail to say how (AIDS) is
transmitted," he said. The virus is believed
to be transmitted through the exchange of
body fluids such as blood or semen and is not
transmitted through casual contact.
In addition to the pamphlet, the donor
clinic distributes a typed notestating the Red
Cross only uses sterile needles and only uses
them once.
Youth asked for opinions: NDP
OTTAWA(CUP)-Youth watching parlia-
mentary proceedings at the House of Com-
mons visitors gallery will discover that the
little telephones hooked on the arm of each
chair are not like other telephones.
These gallery telephones have only one
end: an earphone. Where the mouthpiece
should be, there is just a wire attaching the
phone to the chair.
By flicking a switch on the earphone, the
youth can listen in their desired language:
French or English. But they can't speak.
The New Democratic Party wants to help
solve this problem. In a cross-country tour
starting in Victoria October 15, the party
will listen to youths' views.
In an invitation to youth for an appear-
ance at the Task Force on Youth, the NDP
writes, "We want to develop a clear under-
standing of your needs, concerns and aspira-
tions. This will enable us to much more effec-
tively represent you in Parliament."
The federal government may have beat
the NDP to it, though. All summer Andree
Champagne, minister of state for youth, has
been bringing brats together for forums in
different cities.
NDP youth critic Howard McCurdy
(Windsor-Walkerville) protests that there
have been no reports from the forums.
"Youth are being brought together but there
is such a compulsive need to have them
present optimistic views that no reports are
being written," McCurdy said last week.
"The NDP task force will act as a conduit
for youth opinions, not just those deemed to
be expressions of youth issues," McCurdy
said.
He also said some groups like the Native
Council of Canada and non-status Indians
have been left out of the government forums.
McCurdy is Canada's only non-white MP.
"We're hoping we'll be able to speak to
those
groups (who) don't come to forums:
visible minorities, street people," McCurdy
said.
Reactor fuel to United States?
TORONTO(CUP)-The managers of two
Ontario campus nuclear reactors say spent
fuel from test reactors in Canada is not going
to the U.S. military program.
Peter Ernst, manager of the McMaster
research reactor, said the U.S. doesn't use
uranium shipments from his university reac-
tor for weapons because the amountof plu-
tonium in the shipments would be so small
that it wouldn't be worth their while.
And three of the reactors have not had
their cores recycled yet, say the managers.
In a story two weeks ago, Canadian Uni-
versity Press reported that spent, highly
enriched uranium from reactors at Dal-
housie University, Ecole Polytechnique,
McMaster, the University of Toronto and
the University of Alberta is being shipped to
a military plant in the U.S. where it is repro-
cessed and the plutonium used to make
atomic bombs.
Ernst said McMaster, whose reactor is ten
times the size of the other four, sends four
kilograms of uranium to the Savana River
plant in South Carolina every three to four
years. About one kilogram of this is pluto-
nium. Ernst said the plutonium "isn't worth
anything to anybody."
But Ernst said "it's worth our while" to
send the fuel back to the U.S. because it
gives McMaster a rebate on the fuel they
buy: "It's like trading in a used car," he said.
Gordon Edwards, president of the Cana-
dian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility,
said the plutonium taken from the spent ura-
nium at Savana River then goes to Rocky
Flats, Colorado where it is madeinto triggers
for atomic bombs.
The U of T slowpoke reactor is the only
other campus reactor besides McMaster's
that has been refueled since starting up,
according to the reactor's supervisor Ron
Hancock. He said when the core is replaced,
the uranium is sent to Chalk River, Ontario
where it is stored on an experimental reactor
site.
But Hancock admits Chalk River is not a
permanent storage facility. Two years ago,
Chalk River said it had stopped shipping
enriched uranium (which it buys from the
U.S. through the Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited) back across the border. Edwards
claims the reactor has resumed shipments.
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Bakery • Deli • Grocery
UNIVERSITY SQUARE PLAZA
Freshly Baked Goods
& Deli Assortments.
2% 4 Litre Milk I ln °ur
.
DelL
:
to co I
Pas,ram'
$3.99/ib
COKE & POTATO
DIET COKE CHIPS^
1.5 litre
99$ I -99$
■
\J 60C deposit
HERE FOR YOUR TOTAL
CONVENIENCE
TIL 11:00 DAILY
STUDENTS: 10% off all items with I.D.
Excluding milk and tobacco.
y.y(&§xsg) mass
THURS. OCT. 31
COSTUME PARTY
BEST DRESSED
WINS
TEXIS MICKY
I JUDGING AT
THE WITCHING HOUR
1 Good for Two Chicken Wing Entries for the Price ofOne i
1
l
j i for forJ j
!
"'
L
j
W.L.U.L.A.
more letters
Congratulations respondents
I wish to congratulate both of the
people who responded to my rather
scathing letter of several weeks
ago. Robert Gare and Diane Keyes
should stand up and take a bow.
Mind you I didn't enjoy being
insulted, but that's ok, a little bit of
personal insult has never bugged
me. The main thing is my letter
achieved its purpose. It got a re-
sponse. 1 really want to thank
Robert Gare for his effort because it
has finally cleared things up. I liked
the end of Diane's letter too. Only,
several things still disturb me. 1 am
depressed that it took a whole
month and a really "idiotic" letter
to inspire an intelligent heartfelt
account to be brought out in the
open and "set the record straight."
Unfortunately there are those who
didn't feel anything for Brigitte, or
not enough to matter, that's my
point. Guilt, we should have lots of
guilt. Guilt is never "useless" (sorry
Diane), God gave it to us so we
could better ourselves. We feel
guilt when we have done something
wrong, we should also feel guilt
when we don't do something right.
It makes sinners repent and crim-
inals confess. How do 1 know that
guilt is so beneficial? 1 just look at
those who have none, people like:
Adolf Hitler, the administrations of
Large Chemical companies who
poison our world, and governments
who allow this and lie and build
pretty bombs to terrify our tomor-
rows. If everyone would feel guilty
enough to want to prevent what
happened from reoccuring then 1
justify my puny attempt at "guilt-
tripping" the whole campus. My
letter caused indignation, tough tit-
ty, it caused controversy, so what,
if it caused guilt, that's good, the
world needs more guilt, if it caused
pain. That's different. I'm sorry if it
did; really sorry to anyone who felt
hurt by my letter. I did not blame
just the students, but, the rest of my
letter had to be brutally chopped to
protect our adventurous Cord from
legal slaughter. If I didn't care,
didn't want to elicit a reaction of a
positive nature from the students l
wouldn't have bothered writing the
letter. As I've said before if we
remember Brigitte then her death
wasn't a waste. Remembering is
the most important thing. That's
why I've talked to the Dean about a
memorial plaque on the wall in
front of the T.A. so that when
future events are leaving they might
see, ask, learn, remember, and
prevent. And what about the Stu-
dent Union Building? Have they
found a name for it? Why not name
it after Brigitte, instead of some rich
or semi-famous person nobody has
ever heard of. Let's all try and care
just a little. If you think a plaque is a
good idea or the Student Union
Building should be dedicated to
Brigitte, then talk to the Dean or
Matt or me. Or better yet come up
with a good idea and do something
about it.
Thomas Tancre
Thanks to all
On behalf of the students of
WLU, 1 would like to thank the
many people who co-operated dur-
ing the period of September 29th to
October 9th, 1985: the period of
postponement for off-campus social
activities.
The decision to approach the
Off-Campus Club, Tamiae and
WLU Alumni for support during
this rather sensitive period was a
difficult one to make. WLUSU did
not force any group to
cancel their
event, but rather requested each
group's co-operation.
I, personally, explained the situa-
tion to the President of Off-Cam,
Graham Watt, and the President of
Tamiae, Sue Easson; both were
extremely supportive and both ex-
pressed to me their realization of
the sensitivity of the issue and their
interest in taking the team approach
to solve this matter. For their con-
sideration and thoughtfulness, 1 am
particularly appreciative, and I look
forward to returning the favour.
In
sum, I'd just like to emphasize
a point that is rarely discussed:
namely, that this entire affair was
handled openly, professionally, and
co-operatively by the Club Pres-
idents, Dean Nichols, Jim Wilgar,
Vice-Pres: Academic Dr. Mun-
caster, the members of the Presi-
dential Advisory Commission and,
particularly, Melany Franklin,
Vice-President: University Affairs
and Commission Chairperson.
This effort was a University wide
attempt to deal with the issue of the
safety of WLU students; WLUSU
played the leadership role that we
are expected to perform on behalf
of you.
We believe that we acted in your
best interest for the short-term and
the long-term, and we apologize for
any inconvenience that we caused.
Sincerely,
Matt Certosimo,
President:WLUSU
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, | Prep
Courses for
J Dec. 7 LSAT
Jan. 25 GMAT
Zj £ (416) 923-PREP
-» 1-800-387-1262
! Forde Studio Photographers !
! will be in the Peters Building \
i Oct. 28 - Nov. 1. I
I Some Appointments still i
! available. ii
■i
! We will be back in January
J for additional Grad Photos. [
i
1
contact lenses
• Soft daily wear lenses - the very
best soft lenses on the market.
• Soft Toric lenses - the best toric
lenses on the market for persons
with small amounts of astigmatism.
• Gas Perm lenses - the best gas perm
lenses for persons with higher
amounts of astigmatism.
• Extended Wear lenses - the best high
water lenses for persons who wish
to wear their contacts for prolonged
periods.
• Bifocal contact lenses - the best
bifocal on the market.
• Specialty lenses - for the hard-to-
fit individual.
STUDENTS O*
Op ONLY Wtr
on any of the above contact lenses.
Tinted lenses extra.
• Limited time offer. Expires: Nov. 15/85.
• Please bring in this ad or say you saw
it in the CORD; along with your
student I.D.
22 King St. S.
(across from Waterloo Sq.)
WATERLOO 888-6980
(owner U. of W. graduate)
JOBS
FOR
STUDENTS
WE ARE A MARKETING COMPANY
REPRESENTING CLIENTS IN THE
AREA. WE ARE LOOKING FOR AMBI-
TIOUS, OUTGOING STUDENTS WHO
WOULD LIKE TO EARN $8 - $12/hour
SELLING MAINTENANCE PACKAGES
TO CONSUMERS IN THE K-W AREA.
FULL TRAINING IS PROVIDED, SALES
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY. FULL
AND PART TIME POSITIONS AVAILA-
BLE.
FOR A PERSONAL
INTERVIEW CALL
Pete Templeton
746-106S
I
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\ | • TheCord Weekly is based on volunteers. A whole bunch of great
\ \ people come up each week and help out for a few hours or even
\ \ a few minutes. Without them, the Cord just wouldn't be the same.
\ \ But we still need more help. The editors are always on the
\ lookout for new writers. The production people constantly search
\ for students who are good with a knife and/or have some
\ \ concept of layout. Good photographers are always needed.
\ p\\tS \ There's room for your talents and enthusiasm at the Cord.
\ \ Don't be afraid to come up to our offices on the second floor of
\ : \ the Students' Union Building, right behind the games room. We
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\ M J I WEEKLY ENTERTAINMENT
Wispers? 0.K.! Meet you there! I I )
Your Choice 0f... MINGLE, DANCE,
I •
• Top 40 Hits LISTEN & RELAX.
i • #%&! * Favorite Videos 'WISPERS'I
Located at the back side entrance of the City Hotel.
Just South of Erb on King St.
open 7:30 p.m. Thurs., Fri. & Sat. only. Ph. 886-3480
J
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U OF W'S Drama Dept. presents
DANNY: FARMERS Market; im- classifieds
•
nKiuiy.
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Committee will meet at 4 p.m. in Arts $3 for students, $2 for a man!'
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groups of ten or more.
Worldfoodrisis
Merchandising with a meaning
by Peter Kuitenbrouwer
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World Food Day took place on Wednesday, October 16. It has been an
annual event
since 1981, to commemorate the founding of the Foodand Agricultural Organization
in
the United Nations. Laurier's local World University Service of Canada (WUSC)
committee focussed school awareness on the issue by selling the X-mencomic book and
offering information about the issue of global development and distribution
of food.
(Excerpts taken from the feature by Andre Picard printed in part on the opposite page.)
Susan George, Institute for Policy Studies economist:
"Hunger is a reflection of inequity at the local, national and
international levels. The correct response to hunger is justice,
not charity. Hunger is not primarily a scientific, technical or
organizational problem, it is a political one."
The Universal Declaration of Hunger and Malnutrition states:
"No right has meaning or value once starvation
strikes. It is the
ultimate deprivation of rights, for without food,
life ends, and
rights are of value only to the living."
"George's analysis runs counter to much of the 'conventional
wisdom' that says the West is the best and all countries should
'develop' by mimicking Western policies. Thefundamental prob-
lem with this holier-than-thou attitude, she says, has been the
insistence on transferring the Western-style food-system to the
Third World."
self-described 'militant Third Worldist' Rene Dumont:
"Countries should feed themselves, not depend on so-called aid.
Ninety percent of aid goes to the ruling elite and bourgeoisie,
further entrenching inequalities
...
Aid blocks the production of
food for the starving."
Earl Butz, U.S Secretary of State for agriculture:
"Food is a weapon. It is now one of the principal weapons
in our
negotiating kit." There is nothing altruistic in American aid. It
serves political and economic objectives and, like all good busi-
ness gestures, must give a good return on investment."
"While the eyes of the world focus on the drought in Ethiopia
and
Sudan, we somehow manage to ignore the fact that corporations
continue to harvest hundreds of millions of dollars in non-edible
products such as cotton and coffee while the locals starve to
death."
1 i
"Noting that people go hungry in a world where abundance
reigns, with farmers being paid not to produce and food being
destroyed by the ton, University of Mexico professor
Modesto
Seara-Vasquez calls a 'crime by humanity against
humanity'."
"People throughout the world must move from indignation
(without which there can be not motivation) toward accurate
analyses of the issues (without which there can be no effective
action) and from thisangerand understanding onward to organi-
zation and practical politics."
Attitudes toward relief superficial
Andre Picard[Illegible] Canadian UniversityPress o
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ENTERTAINMENT
Creating Waterloo-upon-Avon
McFarland
acts as mentor
by Mike Strathdee
It may seem but a midsummer night's dream at the
moment, but the University of Waterloo drama department is
working to forge links with the Stratford Festival. UW hopes
to establish a fall and winter home for the Young Company
on-campus at the university.
Charles McFarland, a British-born director who is cur-
rently working as an artist-in-residence at UW and directing
Automatic Pilot, worked with the Young Company at Strat-
ford this past season. He first came to Stratford in 1984, as
assistant director on a delightful production of Separate
Tables, which starred Festival artistic director designate John
Neville.
McFarland feels the UW drama students who work with
him will "gain a base from which to decide what their aca-
demic grounding should be" should they decide to pursue a
career in theatre. Working with amateurs is a departure for
him in being able to voice his criticisms "overtly, rather than
as suggestions."
Discussions with Stratford are "very tentative, looking at
such things as costs, and would it work?" according to profes-
sor Doug Able of the drama department. While the form and
extent of future cooperation with Stratford is uncertain,
McFarland's presence is not the first result of a University of
Waterloo liaison.
Michael Fletcher, a professional actor who has worked
with Stratford and the CBC on occasion, served as artist-in-
residence at UW for the past three years. His work at UW
included a children's show staging of The Wizard of Oz and
playing the role of Shylock in the department's production of
the Merchant of Venice last fall.
It was during that period, in late 1984, that the UW-
Stratford cooperation gained a greater public profile. Out-
going Stratford Festival artistic director John Hirsch agreed
to come to the campus as an adjunct professor to give a series
of lectures and informal talks. Thesuccess of that venture led
to the drama department's being given approval and money
to promote further ties. To date, these have included visits by
a Festival voice coach and designer.
This winter's drama department production of Richard ///
will be enhanced by visits from Stratford properties and cos-
tumes staff, Able explained.
"We can't afford to have full-time people because we don't
have enough money, so we are rotating them in at the
moment," he said. "1 would like to have contributions from
more artists in different areas, but we don't have any imme-
diate plans as to who the next artist-in-residence might be, for
example."
Able sees UW as being close enough to Stratford to make it
mutually advantageous for the Young Company to consider
rehearsing and workshopping plays at the university during
the Festival's off-season. "They could benefit greatly from
our academics, literature and facilities -• I think we have a lot
to offer."
Aside from the obvious benefits of being able to watch
professionals at work, Able hopes that should the Young
Company eventually pitch their tent at UW, drama students
might one day have the opportunity to audition for the
company.
Automatic
Pilot Soars
by Mike Strathdee
"You have a boyfriend?!!" Alan demands of his ex-wife,
Charlie. A gay actor struggling with his career and his
sexuality, Alan is incredulous.
"1 figure if you had one, I should too," retorts Charlie, a
soap opera writer and sometime standup comic whose
inability to cope with her marital breakup has left her a
compulsive drinker with promiscuous sexual habits.
So it goes in Automatic Pilot, Erika Ritter's acclaimed play
about the darker side of modern urban relationships. This is a
world in which lack of commitment to others and unwil-
lingness to take responsibility for the consequences of one's
actions are the dominant motif.
The University of Waterloo drama department is currently
staging Automatic Pilot through November Ist. This student
production has been rehearsed under the eye of artist-in-
residence Charles McFarland of the Stratford Festival Young
Company. The four-person cast does justice to Ritter's
provocative biting wit and deserves to be seen.
Charlie's insecurity results in binges that leave her badly
hung over and unaware of whose bed she is sleeping in or
where she has been the previous night. She vents her
confusion, anger and self-pity through clever and bitterly
sarcastic monologues for her comedy act, much of which is
centred on personal putdowns and savaging gays.
Charlie wakes
up one morning in the company of Nick, a
resourceful film producer who wins Charlie's heart. Nick
doesn'r return her enthusiasm, but his younger brother Gene,
a law school dropout, aspiring writer and pen counter
salesman at a department store, is more interested.
Alan is upset by Charlie's drunken late-night phone calls,
but is glad to visit her when he has business in Toronto and
needs a place to stay. He is a vulnerable manipulator, an
opportunist whose desire to go ahead allows him to fawn on
people he dislikes intensely.
"Automatic Pilot brings out some basic concepts about
life," Charles McFarland said recently in explaining why he
chose the play for the UW drama students. "You can give in
to what life demands, or choose the route of the individual.'
Rebecca Maynard Tomasevic plays Charlie, Michael
Provost is Alan, Christopher Wilson delivers an admirably
dislikable Nick, and Bruce Beaton is Nick's idealistic younger
brother Gene.
Automatic Pilot runs through this Saturday, October 26th,
and
again
from October 31st to November Ist at the Theatre
of the Arts, University of Waterloo. Showtime is at 8 p.m.
There will be a special $2 matinee at 1 p.m. on October 30th.
Evening tickets are available for $3 at the UW Arts Centre or
at BASS.
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Musical antidote
The eloquence of Sean Virgo
by J. David Black
It is as difficult to place Sean
Virgo amid this country's writing
personalities as it is to shelve one of
his books among a stack of Can-
adiana. Not content to sit there
simple and competent, the Virgo
book would probably hijack a librar-
ian and steal to Europe, delighting
readers there with its active elo-
quence
and making loud and re-
nowned love.
This is not to imply that the Uni-
versity of Waterloo's new writer-in-
residence is not Canadian. The
confirmed ex-poet, Malta-born and
South-Africa bred, displays the
passionate and unnarrowed nation-
alism that only a non-native can.
Some other Canadian writers leave
us the personaeof universal victim
and ironic clown as an inheritance.
This one brings what we are else-
where. Be it in his latest stories set
in Ireland, or his new novel in the
Solomon Islands, Virgo co-opts the
Canadian ability, however slurred
in denial, to take up people and
land, and study what it tells about
us without stumbling or excuses.
"On my way back from Clifden 1
drive out by Curhownagh and look
across the bay at my adopted town-
land. It forms most of the peninsula
which starts at my village and ends
at Cnoc Hill. The land rises on both
sides from the strand and then dips
gently into the rough low valley
that is Truska, with its three lakes,
overlooked by two alien monu-
ments. Blake's castle, a tall, ragged
ruin, sits on the southern ridge, fac-
ing the shell of Brown's Big House
on Matty's land, just across the cot-
tage above the machair sea mea-
dows. After eighteen months I feel
I've learned almost every stone in
the valley, but I scarcely ever go
over the ridge to the strand. I real-
ize that 1 have unconsciously direct-
ed my daily walks according to my
moods, and they are mostly de-
pressed ones these days. The rough
acres have become almost a map
of myself, and when 1 go down
behind our house 1 am wandering
introspectively in my mind. It is a
country of signs. When I go the
other way, to the unhaunted bay, I
am defeated, my eyes blank to
detail, and I sit on the low dunes
facing the green water for hours.
Last week, out of such a time, a
herd of porpoises came breaking
into the bay, leaping and playing in
a pure energy and joy that broke
the curse."
In these climes, discovered in the
title story of Virgo's Through the
Eyes of a Cat, the fresh air braces a
tired Canadian perspective that
would be slumbering if in New-
market. The description of the land
outlines two choices: either accept
the detail for all its education, a
Canadian's blessing; or be frus-
trated by empty expanse and so
send it to the devil, a Canadian's
curse. Virgo takes the endless
acres, whether of snow or Irish peat
moss, and splashes into this the
focus of the porpoise in the passage
above. Life, love and a '56 Chevy
with a couch of a back seat are
planted, cross-fertilize into families,
farms and cities, and become co-
herent as ideas.
To resolve whole landscapes,
Virgo writes with the careful pat-
ience of the poet, the pen in his
mind pressing close and firm.
"My having been a poet has left
me with a concern for language
—which is precision, not floweri-
ness," he said. "I do write very
slowly. I treatevery word in a novel
with the same care that I would in a
poem. I think in that sense I'm a
stylist, I suppose. I believe that lan-
guage is our medium. We're lucky
to speak the English language,
which is the most flexible, magical,
mongrel monstrosity of a sprawling
octopus of a thing that can do any-
thing. I love it."
Even as his writing seeks to free
thought from the doggedly tradi-
tional Can. Lit. forms, it actively
explores traditions. His prose re-
quires a musical, reflective and
empathetic ear for those of the rural
,-lrish and Solomon Island cultures
he has written of recently. There
textual literacy is unimportant or
unknown, and the oral tradition of
the tribe — a literature of poems
and stories — is a public art. Yet
his stories stop just short of fuzzy
and romantic myth, and therein
present life at its thickest and vocal
best.
"1 am indeed fascinated by the
tribe," he says."And what it means
for me is the social animal that is a
group of people, where isolation as
an individual is the last thing that
anyone would want, rather than the
highest good as it is for us. I'm not
saying they're righter than us, but
that they're sure as hell lucky. They
don't know what neurosis is about.
Alas, all over the world they're
learning.''
Virgo seems comfortable in the
culture of his employment down the
street, and equally warm to the
conditions of his contract. While
Canadian literary critic B.W.
Powe, in his critical study A Cli-
mate Charged, argued that the
writer-in-residence could write no-
thing to scale the university's ivied
walls, Virgo disagrees, in this, his
third appointment to an institution.
"There's absolutely no way in
which I'm compromising what I
think, feel or write by being at -
tached to this university. 1 don't
meet a student in any kind of
authoritative situation. They come
and talk to me as people. We
happen to share a connection with
the university, but we share much
more an interest in writing. There
are no taboos."
Here he will continue with a play
and a half-completed collection of
short stories. He has also been
occupied with some innovative
novel forms (chapters on post
cards), a whimsical interest after
five
years of exhausting work on
his other novel, Selakhi, to be pub-
lished this spring. And Virgo, en-
joying this term after a well-travel-
led career which has included
creative writing instruction, is avail-
able to would-be and could-be wri-
ters Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs-
day mornings at 884-8110, ext.
83. Afternoons are reserved for
scheduled consultation.
photos by lan Dollar
For SeanVirgo, there is no compromise to being a writer-in-residence
Warhol taken from Factory to Firehall
by Mark Czerkawski
There is a little theatre in Toronto that has
been doing some pretty big things over the
last twenty-five years. Toronto's Second
City comedy troupe enjoys high acclaim in
the world of thigh-slapping comedy. One
need only take an excursion to the Old Fire-
hall
on 110 Lombard Street to find out why.
The current show, Andy Warhol Your
Fifteen Minutes Are Up,is yet another strik-
ing parody of the suburban lifestyle that is so
familiar to most Laurier students. The Globe
and Mail, spritzers, "high tech," Madonna,
higher education, tuna, the Blue Jays and
almost everything else that Ontarians hold
near and dear are subjected to the severest
and most hilarious scrutiny ever to fall upon
the affluent eardrums of the upwardly mo-
bile.
If you have the nerve to take yourself
seriously, then keep well away from the Old
Firehall. Each and
every skit hits home with
more than a touching resemblance to the
lifestyles with which we are so well ac-
quainted.
The sensitive men of today's society are
the first to be dealt a blow. The opening
scene depicts a pair of couples engrossed in a
nostalgic movie that brings them to tears.
Without delay, manhood is reaffirmed when
one of the troupe barks out, "Hey buddy,
you're a fucking wimp!"
The concerned environmentalists in the
audience were tickled pink by the Second
City rendition of the Beach Boys classic,
Good Vibrations, which was rephrased to
"I'm pickin' up radiation." The skit centred
around a medley of traditional Be-Bop tunes
that were reworded to voice environmental
concerns. Along the same political lines, the
Second City crew explored some interesting
similarities between Ronald Reagan -- "der
Gipper" - and Adolph Hitler. Uncle Ronnie
was introduced in this scene visiting impri-
soned war criminal Rudolph Hess. In fear of
repercussions from the conservative Laurier
factions it is impossible to repeat the ridicule
to which poor Ronnie was subjected.
Traditional morals have been swept aside
in society, so it comes as no surprise that
they have no place on the stage at the Old
Firehall. The show may prove to be a little
decadent for those of more mid-Victorian
rural tastes, but on the whole the material is
presented very tastefully. There is even
room for reflection upon the "good oPdays"
as one housewife inquires of another, "What
ever happened to foreplay?
...
It stopped
when we moved out of cars and into hous-
es.
Perhaps the most agreeable facet of the
Old Fireball's entertainment capabilities lay
in the hands of some very capable bartend-
ers. Any connoisseur of strong drink will be
enthralled by the innovative selection of
tasty intoxicants. I found the "Great White
North" cocktail particularly conducive to
increasing the enjoyment factor of the even-
ing.
Between the drink menuand the quality of
the performance, I found it difficult to make
note of all the details of the performance.
Every skit provided ample belly laughs and
I'm sure more than one spleen was ruptured
in the course of the evening. It is advisable to
refrain from consuming your drink while the
show is in progress due to the combustable
nature of liquids when exposed to large
doses of humour. The dry cleaners will be
busy cleaning the Harry Rosen suits of the
convention-goers that were foolish enough
to attempt to defy the laws of chemisty by
forcing a drink between punch lines.
Andy Warhol Your Fifteen Minutes Are
Up! moves along at a steady clip with only
one intermission to catch your breath and
bring your bladder to equilibrium. There is
an improvisational segment at theend of the
performance where the audience is given an
opportunity to "write the script." The im-
provs run from Tuesday to Thursday every
week and are a beautiful opportunity to see
the creative abilities of a very talented group
of performers.
There is no doubt that this is a show well
worth skipping a few classes to catch. The
admission is a reduced six dollars and fifty
cents for students, which works out to be a
very good bargain on a dollars per laugh
basis.
entertainment
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Entertainment Quiz
by Ingrid Randoja
Questions
1. What song begins with "out on the wiley, windy m00r5..."?
2. Name the three films James Dean lived to complete.
3. Who plays Kate on Kate and Allie?
4. What station is WKRP's nemesis?
5. True or False: Lee Aaron was accepted to the Julliard School of
Music in New York City, but she turned it down.
6. Who was the host of the morning kids' show Rocketship 7?
7. Warren Beatty starred with Julie Christie in what film about the
reincarnation of a football quarterback?
8. Who sang the country hit, I'm Pregnant Again?
9. Did Gene Kelly and Fred Astaire ever dance together in a film?
10. What two teen idols appeared on The Brady Bunch?
11. Who punched David Bowie in the face after being kissed on the
lips by him at a press conference?
Concert List
Date
October 22-26
24
24-25
26
27
29
30
30-November 3
31
31-November 2
November 6
7
Show
Automatic Pilot
Beatlemania
Nylons
Supertramp
Jane Siberry
K.D. Lang
Deja Voodoo
Third Cinema Festival
Icicle Works
Automatic Pilot
Tony Quinn
Teenage Head
Location
UW Arts Theatre
Centre in the Square
UW Humanities Theatre
Kitchener Auditorium
UW Humanities Theatre
Fed Hall
Back Door
, UW
WLU
Princess Cinema
Kitchener Public Library
Cineplex
Fed Hall
UW Arts Theatre
Turret
Fed Hall
Maggots and beer
by Tony Spencer
Maggot Fodder at Kitchener's Back Door, October
19.
Oktoberfest week is almost over. It's Saturday
night in Waterloo and your mind has disappeared
somewhere along the way, maybe left behind in some
beer hall floating in a pitcher of stale, flat, smelly
beer. Essentially, this is also what you are. You know
that there is a lot of major festing tonight, but there is
no possible way you should be a part of it. Instead,
there are thoughts of death as a viable alternative. To
top it all off it's raining: very dark.
Maggot Fodder. You roll the name over a few
times. It sounds tempting, beautifully decadent. Your
friend mentions that "this band is into some type of
Stooges thing.
"
Being a complete sucker for any-
thing even remotely lggy-ish, you decide to go. You
don't really ''decide"though, because you don't have
a brain left; you just go. And you wish you had a hand
full of something or someone.
Entering the Back Door is an excruciating, near-
spiritual experience. There is a dark hallway so long
you can't see the end of it. It's not just dark, but
complete black nothingness. You touch the wall and
walk down towards the muffled buzzing soundat the
back. The door opens and you are hit in the face by
light and loud, loud noise. Aaah
...
how refreshing;
you are
alive after all.
Some type of music is coming from somewhere,
but you can't see anything. The room is boiling.
packed to the ceiling and so smoky that your eyes
hurt already. This is the pie in the face you needed to
bring you back to life. An ice cold beer never tasted so
wonderful...
I recognize the Maggot Fodder drummer, Adrian,
buy some more beer and saunter over. He is utterly
astounded that anyone wants to know anything about
him or the band. I couldn't really talk over the band
playing frantically in the background, so I wished he
would just write something down and I could go for
more beer. I would rather have a band define and
describe itself, because who am 1 to say anything
about their thing, right?
Our talk yielded terms of description like "rock and
roll band," "acid punk" and "being yoursplf." "Raun-
chy" was decided upon as the definitive word to des-
cribe their sound. When asked about messages for the
world and stuff like that, the answer was, "We're into
beer and Other Things."
After many, many more beer, and admiring the
washroom, the band came on to a teeny stage in the
back room of the Back Door. They tuned their
instruments, making loud horrible noises, and I won-
dered if this was the first song. Out of this mess
emerged the Opening song, Sudden Death, an instru-
mental that started extremely loud, and got progres-
sively louder and faster. Then, just as suddenly, it
stopped, leaving behind a path of destroyed eardrums
and a few cases of whiplash.
The band played until well after closing time. I
couldn't possibly remember the names of all the
songs, but that doesn't really matter.
The best thing about clubs like the Back Door is
that you can catch young bands just starting out, and
they will play their souls out for you. They just spew
their guts out on stage: 'Here, this is us, take it or leave
it.' This is what Maggot Fodder did on Saturday night.
The four Guelph natives have been together for
almost a year. Their sound is definitely not Stooge-
ish, but much more controlled. These guys are tight;
they can actually play. The mood is heavy, brooding
and a bit frightening. Lead singer Adrien is charm-
ingly scary-looking. He is definitely a graduate of the
lan Curtis School of Optimism. Loud gutteral
screams.
Here's the plug: due out in a couple of weeks is their
first tape, a five-song deal entitled Sudden Death. It
will be self-distributed by the band and advertised by
word of mouth. Cool record stores will probably sell it.
That' s enough. Go check them out, if you want to.
Cord photo by Bruce Plaskett
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A Cure for trendiness
by Don Ambridge
The Cure put on a show Sunday night at
the
International Centre in Toronto which, despite some
oversights, satisfied most of the audience,
it's all been
said before, but the truth lies in the redundancy
of
another good review.
Promoting their latest effort, The Head on
the
Door, The Cure provided a consistent set of
music for
two hours, opening with The Kyoto Song,
Play for
Today, and The Baby Screams. The 5500-strong
crowd responded in kind and remained at a
level of
constant intensity for the evening. Supported by
a
competent sound system and an
ethereal light show,
there was little to hinder the stability
of the band's
presence.
As always, however, it was Robert Smith who was
in the limelight. Smith remains an enigmatic
child-like
phenomenon in a sea of imitative and phony
music
stars. Accordingly, the audience's presence was
partially affected by a desire to gain some form
of
insight into Smith. Lawrence Talbot, an accomplice
of several years, was faithfully at
his side, and
although his talent in song-writing
is expressed as
well, Robert Smith steals the show.
Even the teeny-boppers present were afforded
some consolation in that The Cure's most popular
(and possibly worst in the eyes of an afficianado)
songs
Let's Go to Bed and The Walk were performed.
There was a noticeable air of chagrin that pervaded
the Centre as the older, genuine fans clashed with
either the younger "One-Hit-Wonder-Seekers" or
the
" I'm - Really -Prep-But-Let's-Be-Punk-For-A -
Nighters." Concerts of this sort command a know-
ledge of and immersion in the sub-culture, and those
who go
with "ulterior motives" aren't graciously
accepted. Sorry.
The Cure provided one musical surprise in their
third and final encore. This was in the form of The
Kinks' early hit "You Really Got Me." Caught off
guard, the audience regained their footing and en-
joyed the best version of the song yet - but then again,
Van Halen doesn't provide much competition.
Although The Cure failed to play any songs from
their previous album The Top, the concert was a
definite success and sure to lure many (sigh) new fans
for the next time around.
Now if we could convince the Turret to give them
some air-time.
The Cure's lead singer, Robert Smith (below) lets fans get inside his
head. At right, Smith leads the band through their International Cen-
tre show. The Cure's mix of upbeat tunes and brooding lyrics helps
them overcome the curse of fashion.
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discs
Kate bush
hounds of love
by Timothy Neesam
Since producing A Kick Inside at the tender age of
seventeen, Kate Bush has striven to expand her
horizons and excel in the directions she takes. Reach-
ing outward to enable Bush to express herself more
eclectically while at the same time retaining the simple
beauty of her previous works, Hounds of Love suc-
ceeds, but only on one side.
The first three songs on side one seem an after-
thought to the rest of the album. All of them revolve
around a heavy drum beat which is elevated in
Hounds of Love to something more than a metro-
nome. The layering of Kate's voice almost redeems
Running Up That Hill (A Deal With God), presenting
an atmosphere that is almost eerie. This technique of
assisting in her own backing vocals also gives The Big
Sky some depth.
Mother Stands for Comfort is like a rush of fresh
air. Reminiscent of a more traditional Kate, it features
light, fluid vocals juxtaposed with macabre lyrics. The
song is controlled and stunning, never deteriorating
into noise. Beginning with the opulence of strings,
Cloudbursting drowns itself in repetitive vocals and a
disco beat.
Side two is spectacular. And Dream of Sheep is
pure Kate Bush, with piano and soaring vocals. It
swells to thunderous proportions, ebbs and slows "like
poppies, heavy with seed" to a halt.
Under Ice is a sweeping piece about a young
maiden dead or dying under water. The song builds
on a background of synthesized cellos, then recedes,
Thompson twins
here's to future days
by Scott Piatkowski
One couldn't help but like Into The Gap. Sure it was
meaningless drivel, but those tunes were so catchy.
Here's to Future Days offers a slight change while not
breaking any new ground. The lyrics are still meaning-
less, but the music now forgettable, with a few
exceptions.
The record begins with Don't Mess With Doctor
Dream, allegedly an anti-heroin song. The message
fading and mingling with the next song.
The album's magnum opus, Waking the Witch, is
one of the most incredible pieces of music and art I
have ever heard. Beginning with a dramatic surrealis-
tic sequence in half-slumber, it is superbly engineered.
It moves abruptly from a background of apparently
liturgical chanting, backwards, before the piece bursts
into a high-tech, stuttering nightmare. A voice rum-
bles sonorously, "confess to me, girl" in front of "red,
red roses/ pix and posies," and is drowned by spilling
into bells and repeated phrases. All of this is built
around a generalized impression of the title, slipping
from present (helicopter and megaphone voices) to
past (Salem-style references). Artistically innovative,
Waking the Witch succeeds on almost every plane it
explores.
Hello Earth begins in a sense of fragility with cho-
rale backing: "out of the cloud burst, the head of the
Tempest." The side culminates in beauty, grace and
style, with little apparent effort. It accomplishes in
twenty minutes what The Dreaming achieved in forty:
artistic integrity matching and guiding hope, fear,
hate and love.
If the first side of the record had matched the
second, Kate could have had the best album of the
decade. Instead, listening to Hounds of Love brings
about incongruent emotions: hearing some of the best
music Kate Bush has produced, while wondering
what the hell happened to the rest.
however is unintelligible behind a barrage of grunting.
Lay Your Hands on Me is a hook-filled piece of pop
fodder which would have fit in well on Into The Gap.
Future Days is in a similar vein. These two songs are
the most memorable compositions on the album.
The next track, Roll Over, is unappealing both
lyrically and melodically, but is notable for its intro-
duction of guest guitarist Steve Stevens (ot Billy Idol
fame). Stevens also plays on the side's final track,
Revolution. You know, the one that was written by
those Lennon and McCartney fellows from Liverpool.
There ought to be a law against this sort of blasphemy!
Side Two opens with King For a Day, another piece
of disinteresting fluff. In Britain, where Lay Your
Hands on Me is already a year old, this song has been
pegged as the first single. Next the listener is informed
that Love Is the Law. Really? Come on, Twins; tell
me something I don't know!
Emperor's Clothes (Part 1) is notable only because
it raises the dreaded possibility of a Part 2 on a
subsequent record. The following song, Tokyo, is
averageat best. If you want to hear a good song about
the Japanese capital, stick to Bruce Cockburn.
Mercifully ending the disc is You Killed the Clown,
which is as innocuous as the title sounds.
Here's to Future Days is unadventurous and
disappointing. The production of Tom Bailey and
Nile Rodgers (Madonna, Spoons) cannot save a
collection of insipid songs.
The record is an artistic failure.
Answers
1. Wuthering Heights
2. East of Eden, Rebel Without a
Cause, Giant
3. Susan Saint James
4. WPIG
5. False
6. Dave Thomas
7. Heaven Can Wait
8. Loretta Lynn
9. Yes, once, in Ziegfield Follies
10. Desi Arnaz Jr. and Davey
Jones
11. Iggy Pop
* Erratum: I'd like to apologize for
a mistake made in the last Enter-
tainment Quiz. 1 mistakenly stated
that the group Deja Voodoo origin-
ated in Vancouver, when in fact the
group hails from
Montreal. I.R.
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SPORTS
Big plays give Hawks 38-21 victory
by Scoop Furlong
The Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks football team got back on
track in the second half of
Saturday's football game against
Windsor. The Hawks exploded for
28 points to coast to a 38-21
victory.
The win improves Laurier's
record to 4-1. Following Guelph's
24-22 upset over the number-one-
ranked Western Mustangs, four
teams — Laurier, York, Western
and Guelph - sport 4-1 records and
are tied for the top spot in the
OUAA. It is one of the tightest
races in years.
The Hawks relied on the big play
to defeat Windsor. Two inter-
ceptions by linebacker Dave
Leeming and two long bombs by
quarterback Mike Wilson keyed
the four second-half touchdowns to
give Laurier the come-from-behind
win.
The first half saw Laurier jump
into an early 7-1 lead after the
defensive line created a Lancer
fumble. Tackle Bruce Martin re-
covered the loose ball at the
Windsor 31-yard line. Two plays
later, Wilson hit Joe Nastasiuk on a
slant in pattern. The Windsor de-
fender fell on the play and
Nastasiuk waltzed into the end
zone.
Steve Rainey capped a nine-
play, 55-yard drive with a 40-yard
fieldgoal to end the first quarter
with Laurier ahead 10-1. It was the
most sustained drive the offence
Had all day.
Two minutes into the second
quarter Windsor marched down-
field with two passes of 32 yards
and 34 yards. A fourteen-yard
sweep by fullback Gino Castellan
pulled Windsor to within two
points.
Three drives later, Lancer de-
fensive half back Steve Meeker
picked off an errant Mike Wilson
pass. Meeker returned the ball to
the thirty-yard line. Windsor cap-
italized on two second and ten
situations to move the ball to the
two-yard line before quarterback
Doug Ball sneaked the ball over the
goal line.
Windsor increased their lead to
18-10with a thirty-three-yard field-
goal late in the half.
In the final three minutes of the
half Laurier marched the ball to the
Lancer 30-yard line. Unfor-
tunately, Wilson coughed up the
ball and Windsor recovered the
fumble.
Windsor led 18-10 at halftime.
Laurier's defence came up with
the first big play to put the Hawks
back into the game. On Windsor's
first possession of the second half
linebacker Dave Kohler pressured
the Windsor quarterback who
threw the ball into the arms of
another linebacker, Dave
Leeming. Leeming returned the
interception 47 yards to the three-
yard line. Wilson, on a quarterback
sneak, gave the Hawks six points.
Rainey's extra point brought the
Hawks to within one.
Wilson's second interception of
the day resulted in a 25-yard
Lancer fieldgoal. At the end of
three quarters Laurier was behind
21-17.
Then three big plays.
First, Wilson, on a play action
pass, unloaded a 74-yard pass and
run play to Joe Nastasiuk to put
Laurier ahead 24-21.
Next Dave Leeming came up
with his second interception, which
he returned to the five-yard line.
The lame duck pass was thrown by
a wide receiver on a reverse option
from inside the ten-yard line. Pres-
sure by Alex Troop hurried the
throw. A Paul Nastasiuk reception
converted the interception into six
points.
Finally, the longest play of the day.
With five minutes to play, Wilson
and rookie split end Ken Evraire
combined on a 92-yard pass and run
play. It was all over. The final score
Laurier 38, Windsor 21.
Though the final score and stat-
istics - Wilson was 24 of 35 for
399 yards in passing - look good,
there is reason for concern. The
offence came up with the big play,
but they couldn't sustain any
drives. The offence passed for 403
yards, but two passes alone ac-
counted for 165 of those yards.
Finally, the offense only rushed for
36 yards, a major concern.
"We have to be able to run the
football, we can't survive like this,"
said head coach Rich Newbrough.
"The ghosts of Laurier past are
hanging their heads in shame," he
continued. This may be true but the
bottom line is that the team picked
up two points, is tied for first place
and is ranked number four in the
country.
The win clinched a playoff berth
for the Hawks. However, next
week's gamein Guelph could very
well decide home field advantage
for the playoffs. York and Western
have also clinched playoff berths.
Guelph,the defending national cham-
pion, on the other hand, is not
assured a berth. Look for a three-
way tie between York, Western
and Laurier following next week's
action.
Above. The Hawks come marching out at
halftime. Laurier room trailing the Windsor
Lancers 18-came up with three fourth quarter
touchdowns to defeat Windsor 38-21.
Below. Quarterback Mike Wilson, n0.12, pre-
pares to run the option as does fullback Rob
Pecora, n0.14. Notice the offensive line getting a
quick jump Off the snap. Photos by Andrew Dunn.
CIAU
football
rankings
1. Calgary Dinosaurs
2. Queen's Golden Gaels
3. Western Mustangs
4. LAURIER GOLDEN HAW! S
5. Guelph Gryphons
6. Carleton Ravens
7. York Yeoman
8. Mt. Allison Mounties
9. Acadia Axemen
10. ÜBC Thunderbirds
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Cheerleaders
look to lead
by Steve Morrison
Cheers to all those Laurier fans
who have shown great enthusiasm
at football games. The face paint-
ing, kazoo-ing, and spirited yelling
is much appreciated by the ath-
letes. The primary role of the Laur-
ier cheerleaders is to encourage
such support. This encouragement
is accomplished by leading the
crowd in cheers and promoting
spirit through team stunts, pyram-
ids and a half-time routine.
The latest edition of the cheer-
leading squad started in frosh
week. Under the new advisor, Jen-
nifer Rockel (a former Golden
Girl), the team has been practising
five nights a week.
Rockel attended a cheerleading
camp at Virginia Tech University
in August. The knowledge she
acquired from this trip generated
many new ideas for cheering and
pyramid-building.
This year's cheers have been
modified to a slower pace with
more rigid movements that allow
the fans to understand the words
and cheer along. "The cheerlead-
ers are not present at games to per-
form, but to lead the fans in cheers
and encourage team support," said
Rockel.
The second change coach Rock-
el intends to accomplish with the
team is the implementation of male
cheerleaders on the squad. After
returning from the Virginia camp,
Rockel was impressed by the ath-
letic ability and enthusiasm of the
United States co-ed squads. These
squads combined gymnastic abil-
ity, strength, co-ordination and tim-
ing in their cheers, partner stunts,
and pyramids.
Rockel intends to acquire strong,
enthusiastic and (preferably) gym-
nastically inclined males to join the
squad by the end of football sea-
son. "If there are interested men
out there, who can bench press a
minimum of 150 pounds, who de-
sire a new challenge, they should
leave their name and telephone
number at the Athletic Complex
Office, said Rockel.
By basketball season, the co-ed
cheerleading squad should be build-
ing a number of exciting new pyr-
amids and gathering fan support in
the new "cheer along" technique.
The cheerleading squad in action at a football gameat Seagram Stadium. This is one of the many new
pyramids the team performs. Photo by Andrew Dunn.
Hockey Hawks
pummel RMC
by Scoop Furlong
The 1985-86 Laurier hockey
team started regular-season play
on the right foot on October 12, as
they downed the Royal Military
College 11-4 at the Waterloo
Arena.
Left wing Doug Marsden paced
the attack with three goals and
three assists. Linemate Beric Sykes
added two, while the third member
of that line, centre Dave Aitchison,
picked up five assists.
Rookie Shawn Regan had two
goals while Dave Banton, Eric
Calder, Terry McCutcheon, and
Jeff Jones roundedout the scoring.
The Hawks struggled in the first
period, which ended in a 2-2 tie.
Laurier got on the board early as
Marsden set up Beric Sykes in the
slot to capitalize on a two-man
advantage just a minute and a half
into the contest.
Four minutes later, while short-
handed, Aitchison sent Doug
Marsden in on a breakaway from
centre ice. Marsden made it look
easy as he deked and then wristed
the puck by the out-of-position
RMC goaltender.
RMC replied with a powerplay
goal of their own as the Military's
best player, Steve Molanski, back-
handed a high shot by Laurier
goalie John Sheppard. The Hawks
were short two men at the time.
Molanski scored his second of
the night as he tied the game with a
shorthanded marker with only fif-
teen seconds remaining in the first
period. Molanski's shot slipped off
the heel of his stick and under
Sheppard who was attempting to
stick check the centre.
RMC jumped into an early 3-2
lead as Jamie Williams scored 58
seconds into the second period.
The Hawks rebounded 14 seconds
later as former Jr. B. scoring star
Terry McCutcheon backhanded a
shot along the ice to tie the score.
The remainder of the period, and
the game, belonged to Laurier.
Marsden wristed home a Dave
Aitchison rebound to make the
score 4-3 at the 15:14 mark. The
Hawks exploded for four more
goals in four and a half minutes late
in the second period.
Two point shots by Richie Cun-
ningham resulted in goals. First
Shawn Regan banged home a Cun-
ningham rebound and less than a
minute later Marsden finished his
hat trick into an open net after the
RMC goalie made the initial save
on Cunningham. Sykes knocked in
his own rebound to pick up his
second of the night and Peter Black
set up an uncovered Jeff Jones to
give the Hawks a commanding 8-3
lead. Jones' goal came while the
Hawks were playing two men
short.
Both teams coasted through the
final period. The final score:
Laurier 11 RMC 4. A typical RMC
at Laurier score.
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UNIQUE... ANY WAY YOU SERVE IT
Soccer playoff hopes in limbo
by Chris Starkey
The Laurier men's soccer team
lost a heartbreaker in the OUAA
West Division semi-final game on
Monday, October 21, but the mara-
thon defeat at the hands of the
McMaster Marauders could be re-
played if a board hearing Wednes-
day rules in favour of the Golden
Hawks.
The protest comes as a result of
the first Mac/Laurier game in
which the Marauders were accused
of using a player under a 60-day
suspension. The player in question
scored two goals in the Mac victory
in the first game of the season. If
the board rules in favour of coach
Barry Lyon and the Hawks, an
interesting situation will develop.
The Marauders would be required
to play the Brock Badgers in order
to decide third place, with the win-
ner of that game to face the Hawks
sometime before the OUAA finals
in Ottawa this weekend. If the pro-
test is thrown out, though, Mac
would qualify and Laurier would be
eliminated from further play.
The game itself was a thriller
from the opening kick to the final
whistle.
The Hawks drew first blood in
the match before halftime. On be-
ing awarded a free kick 10 yards
from the right post, McLean lofted
a beautiful ball in front of the Mac
keeper. Pete Kotsopoulos, up from
his halfback position, outjumped a
Mac defender and headed the ball
into the left side of the net.
A problem that has plagued the
team in the latter stages of the sea-
son has been the inability to hold a
lead. In the 55th minute, the Mar-
auders took advantage of this prob-
lem to tie the gameat one apiece. A
lackadaisical Laurier defence al-
lowed a Mac forward to break in on
goal unmarked and to drive the ball
into the opposite side of the net past
a disgruntled John Alilovic.
Towards the end of the half the
tide turned again with Laurier ap-
plying more and more pressure but
failing to penetrate the plane of the
goal-line. Regulation time ended
with a 1-1 score and the contest
went into the first 15-minute over-
time.
Both teams exchanged excel-
lent chances (and several unplea-
santries) before the referee's whis-
tle signalled the end of the period.
The secondovertime was less even-
tful than the previous 105 minutes
until, with two minutes remaining,
Laurier keeper John Alilovic found
himself facing a Mac forward bar-
relling in on a breakaway. "0.J."
raced forward out of the crease
challenging the shot. With the
angle cut down, Alilovic was able
to knock down the thunderousblast
and received a standing ovation
from the fans who were enduring
the "cold English mist'' that hung in
the air over the Bechtel Park field
for most of the game.
After 120minutes the score was
still tied, so the nerve-wracking
penalty shot had to decide the out-
come. Each team is required to
take five shots, the team with more
goals being declared the winner. If
the score is still tied, the sides alter-
nate shots until one comes out on
top.
Henry Bout took Laurier's first
shot, catching the Mac keeper go-
ing the wrong way and placing the
ball in the left centre of the net. The
ensuing Mac shot went off the left
post and in, g'ving Alilovic no
chance on the play.
Co-captain Stefan Kerry got the
call in the second round for Laurier
and drove the ball into the left side
of the net past the frozen goalie.
Mac's John DiPasquale, a member
of the Canadian Youth Team, was
robbed on his attempt and the
Hawks had a 2-1 advantage.
The lead didn't last long, how-
ever, as fullback Scott Patriquin's
drive careened off the right post
and a high shot got by Alilovic.
Kevin Adams regained the lead
with a low shot in the left corner.
Another National Team member
came up for Mac but he drilled his
shot wide and Laurier once again
led by a goal.
A carbon copy of the previous
player's shot was produced by
Barry McLean and the Mac at-
tempt of the fifth round found the
mark. With the teams even after
five shots, Lennie Georgiou depos-
ited the ball past the statuesque
Mac keeper. The Marauder shot
was converted into the right side
and thematch continued with Dave
"Big D" Murray the next to shoot.
Murray's shot into the left side of
the net was copied by the McMas-
ter forward and the teams were
even after seven rounds.
Even after eight shots each, the
teams were still even as Darren
Thompson and his Mac counter-
part traded goals to the left-hand
side. The clinching score came in
the tenth round. Laurier's Pete
Kotsopoulos couldn't get a solid
kick and the Marauder goalkeeper
managed to block the shot with his
body. Alilovic didn't have a chance
on the winning goal and the Mar-
auders finally won some two and a
half hours after the opening kickoff.
By the time this article hits the
presses, coach Lyon will know the
results of the hearing and conse-
quently if the Hawks' season is
over or not.
"I didn't even think we would be
playing McMaster," Lyon said in
response to the foul-up. Lyon be-
lieves the protest is an "open-and-
shut case" and hesitantly predicted
that the board would rule in Lauri-
er's favour. It seems the fact that
the Mac coach is also the league
convenor has something to do with
the apparent hesitation in dealing
with the issue. Hopefully the hear-
ing will find McMaster at fault and
deal with the situation in a way
allowing the soccer Hawks to con-
tinue their drive for the OUAA
championship.
Lauriersweeper Joe Formica discusses a disputed goal in Laurier's2-1 loss to McMasteronOctober 9. The
Hawks jumped the gun On the free kick. Photo by Scoop Furlong.
Women's season ends
by Scott Patriquin
The women's soccer Hawks
came through under pressure with
a 2-1 win over Guelph at Bechtel
Park on October 16. Their first
victory of the season couldn't have
come at a better time as it advanced
the team to the OWIAA champion-
ship tournament in St. Catherines
on Saturday.
The win pushed Laurier into a tie
for fourth place with the Guelph
Gryphons but the Hawks qualified
for the playoffs with a better "goals
for/goals against" average.
The win over Guelph saw Laur-
ier score a practice-perfect goal.
Laurier coach Horace Braden said,
"It was the kind a coach loves to
see because it is usually worked on
in practices." Pat Van Beers scored
it by heading the ball into the net
from
a perfectly executed corner
kick. Marg Churchill scored the
other Laurier goal and was a con-
stant scoring threat for the Hawks.
Stalwart defender Blair Fowlie was
Laurier's M.V.P. for the game.
Some bad weather and a dis-
appointing turnout of players for
the eight-team championship tourn-
ament prevented Laurier's achiev-
ing any similar dramatics in St.
Catherines. Forced to play with
only ten players in all three of their
games because
of a number of 'no
shows,' the team put out an out-
standing effort.
In the pouring rain, Laurier was
defeated 1 -0 by a powerful Queen's
team in their opener on Saturday.
Even after the rain had subsided,
the field was a swamp of mud and
puddles and their next game
against Brock was a disaster.
During the regular season the
Badgers had defeated Laurier 5-4
and 4-2, indicating that the teams
are evenly matched. But trying to
dribble the ball too much was the
Hawks' downfall. Laurier found
themselves losing the ball as it
stuck in the mud and the result was
a lopsided 6-0 loss.
The Hawks faced Toronto in
their third game of the day and
were defeated 1-0 in a tightly con-
tested match. The lone goal of the
gamecame when a Toronto player
shot the wet, muddy ball high and it
slid through the hands of the Laur-
ier goalie. An exhausted Laurier
team was unable to erase the defi-
cit.
Braden was pleased with the
vast improvement of the team over
the course of the season and by the
desire and dedication shown by the
ten women who played in St.
Catherines.
The team displayed an intense
game in
the face of adverse condi-
tions on the weekend. Not only
were they forced to play short-
handed and in lousy weather but
they were also without the services
of last season's M.V.P. Edna Chu
who was sidelined by a sprained
toe.
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Soccer regular season wrap up
McMaster 2, LAURIER 1
by Chris Starkey
The Golden Hawks' men's soc-
cer team lost a crucial game on
October 9 dropping a 2-1 decision
to the McMaster Marauders at
Centennial Stadium.
The gamewas littered with Laur-
ier chances but their attempts often
resulted in Mac goal kicks. Shots
flew right and left, but only one
went behind the Marauder keeper.
Good efforts from Jim Brezina,
Henry Bout and Kevin Adams
were either shot wide or stopped by
the Mac goalkeeper early in the
game. The Hawks found them-
selves going into the dressing room
at halftime down by a goal as a
result of a converted McMaster
corner kick. Laurier players and
supporters questioned the referee's
call but their protests went unheed-
ed by the referee. The short kick
was headed into the right side of the
Laurier net from inside the 6-yard
box.
One of the best Hawk near-
misses came in the 55th minute.
Dieter Kohlmaier controlled the
ball at midfield before sending
Henry Bout down the right side.
Bout crossed to Kevin Adams who
just missed the net with a low drive.
Another golden opportunity by
Peter McCafferty was followed by
the tying goal by Joe Formica. The
rookie sensation found themark by
picking up the loose ball in a
scramble in front of the Mac net.
Unfortunately for the ecstatic
Hawk fans, their enthusiasm was
short-lived as the Marauders took
the lead again one minute later.
The Laurier defenders failed to
pick up all of the Mac attackers on
a throw-in and the ball was blasted
by Laurier keeper John Alilovic to
push the score to 2-1 for McMaster.
A late Hawk goal on a free kick
was called back as the referee ruled
Laurier had jumped the gun on the
play. The second attempt went
wide and the Marauders went home
with a hard-earned victory.
LAURIER 1, Brock 0
by Scott Patriquin
On Saturday October 12, an
inspired Laurier men's soccer team
put together an excellent perform-
ance and defeated Brock 1-0 in St.
Catherines. With their playoff aspir-
ations hanging in the balance, the
Hawks rose to the occasion.
After Hawk forwards Peter
McCafferty and Kevin Adams
were stymied by the Brock goal-
keeper, Rich Sutter finally broke
the scoreless tie with what proved
to be the deciding goal late in the
first half of play. Laurier had a
player ejected with 20 minutes
remaining in the game and needed
some fine defensive play to stave
off the Badgers and remain in the
hunt for a playoff berth. Keeper
John Alilovic got the shutout for
the Hawks.
LAURIER 1, Guelph 1
Thursday, Laurier played to a
lacklustre 1 -1 draw with the Guelph
Gryphons at Bechtel Park. The
high point of the game for the
Hawks came when Kevin Adams
scored on a hard drive from 18
yards out. Guelph tied it with a neat
midair volley which beat the diving
Alilovic. The disappointing effort
left the Hawks needing a tie or vic-
tory over Western to make the
playoffs.
LAURIER 6, Western 2
Requiring a victory to secure
home field advantage in the play-
offs, Laurier supplied a spirited 6-2
victory over the Mustangs in what
may
have been their best perfor-
mance to date. Peter McCafferty
and John Zovko led the Hawks
scoring two goals apiece while Rich
Sutter and Henry Bout added sin-
gles. "In terms of desire, that's the
best effort we've had from the team
as a whole," said coach Barry
Lyon.
The final Laurier goal was the
prettiest of the game. Beginning
with a throw from the goalie, the
play was built up from the fullback
to midfielder Henry Bout who sent
a pass up the wing to McCafferty.
McCafferty drilled a hard cross in
front of the Mustang goal where
Kevin Adams headed the ball back-
wards onto the foot of Zovko who
fired a volley into the top corner of
the Mustang net. It was a fitting
conclusion to the Hawks' success-
ful regular season and, hopefully,
an omen of good things to come in
the playoffs.
Rugby club wins
by Greg Curtis
The Rugby Hawks faced the Waterloo
Warriors for the second time this season on
Friday, October 1 1 with much the same
results as their previous meeting. Both the
club and varsity games were aggressive and
the inter-city rivalry was clearly evident, but
Laurier was again beaten by the more
experienced Waterloo team.
The club game had its close moments as
both teams played an intensely physical
game with Waterloo coming out victorious.
In the varsity match, the Hawks showed
an improvement over the first time the two
teams met. In another hard-hitting match,
Laurier held the strong Warrior team to an
18-6 victory in one of their best gamesof the
season.
The Hawks' scoring was provided by
penalty kicks from Warren Palmer and Art
Couperas.
Last Saturday's games were also well-
fought matches with Laurier achieving a
split in the two games against the Guelph
Gryphons.
The club side played an excellent game,
winning their match by a score of 22-12.
Some of the mistakes made by the team in
previous games were absent and their per-
formance showed great improvement.
Larry Vaughan had an outstanding game,
and with the help of his teammates, scored
all three of the Hawks' tries. Malcolm
Cummer converted two of Vaughan's tries
and also added two penalty kicks of his own.
In the second match, the varsity squad
could not duplicate the club side's domina-
tion of the Gryphons. Although statistically
both teams are evenly matched, Guelph
seemed to have little problem defeating the
Hawks 21-3. Kent Sykes' penalty kick gave
Laurier their only points of the game.
The Hawks are looking to get back on
track with a win over the Western Mustangs
this Saturday. This is the last regular-season
game and promises to be an excellent
contest. The game
is being played at Cam-
eron Heights High School in Kitchener.
Women's tennis
by Jim Alexander
A solid tennis performance over four
tournaments earned the women's tennis
team a sixth-place finish in the OWIAA
championships. Eleven teams competed in
theround-robin schedule that was dominated
by Western, Queen's and University of
Toronto.
The final tournament, held last Friday and
Saturday, had Laurier engage York, Wes-
tern, and U of T at Northfield Racquet Club.
Janet Forbes, despite a broken left hand,
continued to play well in the no. 3 singles
portion, winning easily against York and
then defeating a formidable U of T opponent
3-6, 6-4, 7-5. .
Laurier won most of its points in the
doubles due mainly to the fine effort of the
n0.3 pair, Andrea Ogden and Carol Gille-
spie. Ogden and Gillespie beat York and
later, in the closest match of the day, U of T,
7-6, 1-6, 7-5, before bowing out to Western
6-1, 6-3.
The presence of U of T's no. 1 Karen
Dervis
gave
those on hand a chance to
witness some high quality tennis as the
former 3rd-ranked University of California-
Los Angeles (UCLA) player whipped all her
single opponents without losing a single
game.
This was the highest ever finish for the
women's team. Coach Alison Manning attri-
buted this improvement to the added strength
in the sth, 6th and 7th singles positions, and
observed that the future looks promising
since most players will be returning with
valuable match-play experience gained this
season.
Hawks in the water
special to the Cord
The Golden Hawks swim team splashed
their way to a second-place finish in the first
meet of the year. Only the powerful Guelph
Gryphons could outswim the Hawks.
The women's team had several members
post best times. Wendy Gray anchored the
4xloo freestyle relay team with a 1:14.7,
the fastest 100for the whole team. Laurier's
Ackerl, a four-year veteran, showed the
rookies how it's done by improving her time
in swimming the butterfly twice. Jane Cole-
man placed in both the 200-metre individual
medley and the 200-metre breaststroke.
On the men's side, the day started well:
the 4xloo medley relay placed second and
fourth with excellent individual times for the
swimmers. The 'sprintsmanship' award goes
to Jono Tice for proving when the going gets
tough, the sprinters get out. Tice redeemed
himself, however, by swimming an excellent
200-metre backstroke. Derek Bass, who is
coming off surgery, placed third in the same
event.
The Golden Hawks take to the water in
Hamilton and Toronto next month.
r
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ATTENTION ALL SKIERS
,
W.L.U. VARSITY SKI TEAM
DRYLAND PRACTICES:
MONDAY & THURSDAY 5:30 - 7:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY 7:00 - 8:30 A.M.
ATHLETIC COMPLEX
ALL INTERESTED SKIERS ARE
ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND
If interested but unable to attend
call Rob Crocker 746-0525.
For students who foresee a career in research, the Summer Research Scholarships
will provide research experience with leading Canadian scientific investigators in one
of the fields listed below.
VALUE: $1,200 (minimum)/month. Travel allow- PARTICIPATING DEPARTMENTS
ance
Anatomy Geography (physical)
DURATION: 3-4 months (May-August) 1986. Rea- Biochemistry Geology
sonable on-campus accommodation. Biology Kinanthropology
..ncciiT*. /- -i »
• ■ Chemistry Mathematics
REQUIREMENTS: Canadian or permanent res,-
c ut J Science Mi croblo|ogy
dent. Permanent address outside of immediate
ENGINEERING Physics
Ottawa/Hull area (Ottawa/HuH residents should ap-
Chemjca| Physiology
ply for a summer award such as NSERC which is
Cj Psychology (experimental
tenable at the University of Ottawa .
Full-time un-
E|ec(rjca| Sy stems Science
dergraduate students with excellent standing; pri-
Mechanical
ority given to 3rd year students (2nd year in the
Province of Qu6bec)
Forward the required information together with your most recent and complete university tran-
script before November 15, 1985 to the address below. Also request a reference from one
professor be sent to the same address by November 15, 1985.
1986 Summer Research Scholarships, School of Graduate Studies and Research
University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ont. KIN 6N5 Tel. (613) 564-6546
APPLICATION PROCEDURE:
Name
Mailing Address ,
I igsisSl! city province postal code Tel. (Area)
Permanent Address
HJrt. city province postal code Tel. (Area)
W
department jfiKE
scoreboard
OUAA Soccer-West
Standings
Results
Windsor 1, Western 1
McMaster 2, Laurier 1
Laurier 1, Brock 0
Windsor 4, McMaster 0
Western 2, Waterloo 0
Laurier 1, Guelph 1
McMaster 4, Waterloo 1
Windsor 2, Western 0
Western 3, McMaster 3
Brock 7, Waterloo 1
Windsor 2, Guelph 1
Brock 1, Guelph 1
Laurier 6, Western 2
Windsor 2, Waterloo 1
Upcoming Games
Brock at Laurier (Tuesday, October 22)
OUAA Football
Standings
Results
Guelph 39, Waterloo 0
York 17, Toronto 7
Western 22, LAURIER 5
McMaster 36, Windsor 1
Guelph 24, Western 22
York 18, McMaster 14
Toronto 48, Waterloo 7
LAURIER 38, Windsor 21
Upcoming Games
LAURIER at Guelph (Saturday, October 26)
Toronto at McMaster (Saturday, October 26)
Western at Waterloo (Saturday, October 26)
York at Windsor (Saturday, October 26)
OUAA Hockey
Standings
Results
LAURIER 11, RMC 4
Western 9, Ryerson 5
Waterloo 10, RMC 2
York 11, Ryerson 0
Brock 8, RMC 4
Laurentian 4, Guelph 3
Ryerson 6, McMaster 4
Laurentian 7, Guelph 4
Upcoming Games
Windsor at Brock (Friday, October 25)
Guelph at RMC (Saturday, October 26)
York at Queen's (Saturday, October 26)
Brock at LAURIER (Saturday, October 26)
Laurentian at Waterloo (Saturday, October 26)
Windsor at McMaster (Saturday, October 26)
York at RMC (Sunday, October 26)
Laurentian at Waterloo (Sunday, October 27)
Guelph at Queen's (Sunday, October 27)
LAURIER at Western (Wednesday, October 30)
Queen s at RMC (Wednesday, October 30)
OUAA Rugby-West
Standings
Results
McMaster 18, Guelph 3
Waterloo 16, LAURIER 0
Western 44, Brock 0
Western 12, Waterloo 11
Guelph 24, LAURIER 3
McMaster 21, Brock 3
Upcoming Games
Brock at Guelph (Saturday, October 26)
McMaster at Waterloo (Saturday, October 26)
Western at LAURIER (Saturday, October 26)
Tamiae Hockey
Standings
Flying Hawks
Blair Fowlie, a member of Laurier's women's
soccer team, is athlete of the week. Fawlie
was player of the game in Laurier's 2-1 win
over Guelph. The win qualified the Hawks
for the OWIAA championship tournament.
Beric Sykes, a member of the Golden
Hawks hockey team, is this week's male
athlete of the week. Sykes, affectionately
known as "Syko" by friends and teammates,
was voted MVP for the Waterloo Invit-
ational tournament, which the Hawks won.
Mike Wilson, quarterback of the Golden
Hawks football team, has been named
OUAA and CIAU athlete of the week.
Wilson was 24 of 35 for 399 yards in
passing to lead the Hawks to a 38-21 win
Doug Marsden, a sophomore on the hockey
team, was named athlete of the week last
week. Marsden, a Caledonia native, sniped
three goals and added three assists to pace
Laurier to an 11-4 opening-season victory
over the Royal Military College.
Blair Fowlie
Beric Sykes
Mike Wilson
Doug Marsden
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sports
GP W L T F A PTS
Windsor 12 8 0 4 25 7 20
Laurier 12 6 3 3 29 13 15
McMaster 12 5 3 41814 14
Brock 12 5 4 3 19 13 13
Guelph 12 3 4 5 14 18 11
Western 12 3 5 4 10 18 10
Waterloo 12 Oil 1 8 40 1
GP W L T F A PTS
Western 5 4 1 0180 60 8
York 5 4 1 0123 66
8
Guelph 5 4 1 0128
95 8
LAUR1ER 5 4 1 0118 91 8
McMaster 5 2 3 0129 82 4
Toronto 5 1 4 0109134 2
Windsor 5 1 4 0 89156 2
Waterloo 5 0 5 0 31223 0
GP W L T F A PTS
Laurentian 220011 7 4
York 1 1 0 0 11 0 2
Waterloo 1 100102 2
LAUR1ER 1 1 0 0 11 4 2
Brock 1 1 0 0 8 4 2
Western 1 1 0 0 9 5 2
Ryerson 3 1 2011
24 2
Queen's 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Windsor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McMaster 1 0 1 0 4 6 0
Guelph 2020711
0
RMC 3 0 3 0 10 29 0
GP W L T F A PTS
Waterloo 6 5 1 0123 27 10
Western 6 5 1 0132 48
*
10
McMaster 6 5 1 0 98 39 10
Guelph 6 2 4 0 71
93 4
LAURIER 6 1 5 0 36127 2
Brock 6 0 6 0 18144 0
GP W L T F A PTS
Boston 1 1 0 0 4 1 2
New 1 1 0 0 4 2 2
Minnesota 1 1 0 0 6 5 2
Edmonton 1 0 10 5 6 0
Chicago 1 0 1 0 2 4 0
Philadelphia 10 10 14 0
BE A BIT GOOD A ,
BE A BIT BAD
'
DURING OUR |L
HALLOWEEN
WEEK BASH
GOOD GUYS EAT
Pizz/
FOR MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY.
A During our bash we'll be donating a
portion of every pizza sale to help
fight Muscular Dystrophy. It's a
———
HAVE A GOOD TIME
iMmiti®' AND BE A BIT BAD
/ '
Th ursday, Oct.
31 is the final party night
/ r \ and what a scene!
• CHYM Radio will be there
'
And we hope you'll be there too.
PRIZE FOR BEST COSTUME
DON'T BE SCARED, COME AND HOWL!!
The Sporty New
/r}jo Restaurant
i 886-9050
183 Weber St., 1 blk south of University, Waterloo
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HALLOWEEN NIGHT 1
|iM'/l I I I I - — __ __ __ _ MBkBiW
IWillSwl AT THE TURRET
( MUNICIPAL 1 ￿ prizes for
ELECTION DAY cos*-ume
"
NOV. 12, 1985 I
ifA * scary staff
GET ON THE VOTERS'LIST FOR WATERLOO /' /'4| On duty!!!
STUDENT CONCERNS: ￿ OCT. 31st
•housing \M
.
.
• hazelst. ' 1 ￿ $1 in costume
• BUS PASS / /s£, I&A\ \\
» DAYCARE Without
WE NEED TO SHOW WATERLOO
THAT WE ARE RESPONSIBLE AND
■ ■ M MM ■ U ■ M ■ M ■
FOREIGN I
0
|
AMr,
I
FILM I J I
FOXAND I
starts at
I J>M I FRIENDS I
ft "00 P M I DIRECTED BY I DIRECTED BY
>sSpr
" .IVI. H
Francois Truffaut H R.W. Fassbinder fl
IB iiKat.
w.L.u.s.u. excursions fQQiiumiiU
Presents:
TR)ps 35/86
..... _
I As part of our continuing JHV S^B
Mont. Saint Anne Dec. 27-Jan. 1 I «*«!. Maude bcmow
_
.
■ will discuss womens
Quad" 5249 00 I role in the work force.
.
T 1
. * -
I She will make predic- MKW
Ft. Lauderda e F orida Feb.ls-23 I tions for Mure
_ A
_■ and address a
Quad: $329.00 I number of issues MMOB
Quebec Winter Carnival Feb. 6-8 I 7
u
Zp,o
yment
Quad: $119.00 I :™*
lf
a,ln9
Via luxury washroom, air conditioned I
* dayca,e
coach (option for Florida by charter I
aircraft). I
•••>wmwmww
I
Deposit due Nov. 1 - Stop by the Information I
Centre to learn more about these exciting I V
getaways. I /112 \tfQRK H
V; J|k /Z ICOUNTDOWN 2000:
_
/ I 1
« A
V
—N I THE CENTURY FOR WOMEN
